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P R O C E E D I N G S

CHAIR YOUNG: Good morning. My name is Pam Young,

and I’m Chair of the North Carolina Industrial

Commission. Pursuant to Session Law 2011-287, the

Industrial Commission has proceeded with the review

and revision of its rules. The proposed rule changes

were published on July the 16th of 2012 in Volume 27,

Issue 02, of the North Carolina Register. These

proposed rule changes have also been posted on our

website, and a Public Hearing Notice was also

published in the News and Observer. The Commission is

holding this hearing for the purpose of receiving

comments from the public concerning these proposed

rule changes. We have already received some written

comments from the public, and the record will be held

open to receive additional written comments through

the close of business on September the 14th of 2012.

At this time, I would like to introduce the other

Commissioners to you. Beginning on my immediate

right, we have Commissioner Danny Lee McDonald. On my

immediate left, we have Commissioner Bernadine

Ballance. In front, from my right to left, we have

Commissioners Linda Cheatham, Staci Meyer and

Commissioner Tammy Nance. We wish to thank you and

all the members of the public and the Bar who gave
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recommendations or input regarding the proposed rule

changes considered by the Commissioners. The

Commission greatly appreciates all of your time and

all of your efforts. Our first speaker this morning

will be Meredith Henderson, Executive Secretary of the

Industrial Commission, followed by the members of the

public. Those wishing to speak on behalf of an

organization will be allowed forty minutes, while

those speaking on their own behalf will be allowed

twenty minutes. It is my understanding that we have

several people who requested to speak prior to today,

and those individuals will go first this morning, and

will go in the order in which we received your

request. I believe you’ve already been notified of

your order, and those of you who have requested this

morning to have an opportunity to speak will do so

after those with previous requests. The Commissioners

may request that certain employees of the Commission

speak today, if needed. The first speaker will be

Meredith Henderson, again, Executive Secretary of the

Industrial Commission, followed by the members of the

public in order as follows: We’ll begin after

Ms. Henderson with Larry Baker, Vernon Sumwalt, Cathy

Thamen, Hank Patterson, Alison Crews, Jane Rouse,

Steve Keene and any others that are present today and
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signed up this morning. Ms. Henderson, would you

place your left hand on the Bible and raise your right

hand?

MS. HENDERSON: I need the Bible.

CHAIR YOUNG: Oh. We need to take a timeout to

get you what you need.

UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: Are you going to

affirm?

MS. HENDERSON: I would – I would prefer to

affirm---

CHAIR YOUNG: No problem.

MS. HENDERSON: ---actually. You other people

will need this. There we go.

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. Ms. Henderson, place

your left hand on the Bible and raise your right hand.

MEREDITH HENDERSON

HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY AFFIRMED, was examined and

testified as follows:

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. Thank you. And would

you state your name for the record, please?

MS. HENDERSON: I’m Meredith Henderson, Executive

Secretary of the North Carolina Industrial Commission.

CHAIR YOUNG: And do you have any prepared

exhibits that you’d like to place into the record of

these proceedings today?
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MS. HENDERSON: Yes, I do, and I have already

given a clerk – the clerk a copy of these exhibits.

They are a copy of the Notice of Text and Proposed

Rules as published on July 16th, in Volume 27, Issue

02, of the North Carolina Register and a copy of the

fiscal notes which have been approved by the Office of

State Budget and Management. All of these documents

are also available on our website.

CHAIR YOUNG: And are they marked as Exhibit 1?

MS. HENDERSON: Yes.

CHAIR YOUNG: All right.

MS. HENDERSON: The entire package is Exhibit 1.

CHAIR YOUNG: Thank you, Ms. Henderson. Well,

they’ll be moved into evidence at this time.

(Exhibit Number 1 is identified

and admitted into evidence.)

CHAIR YOUNG: Would you briefly give us some

background, please, and mention the rules that would

be affected by the proposed rule changes?

MS. HENDERSON: Yes. The Industrial Commission

has proposed amendments, additions and deletions from

its rules in accordance with Session Law 2011-287.

There are many, many rules being affected. In fact,

they are all either being amended, repealed, or

adopted. I will review the rules that are being
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adopted. The ones that are being amended and repealed

are also listed in the Notice of Text. The rules that

are being adopted are as follows because some of these

are new: Rules 106, 107, 210, 618, 619, 704 and 1001

of the Workers’ Compensation Rules of the Industrial

Commission, Rule 2008 of the Tort Claims Rules - Rules

208 of the Tort Claims Rules, Rules 201 and 202 of the

Rules for Utilization of Rehabilitation Professionals

in Workers’ Compensation Claims, Rule 111 of the

Workers’ Compensation Rules from the EDGE Care

Association – or I mean EDGE Care Organizations -

excuse me – Rules 101, 201 through 204, 301 through

302 of the Administrative Rules and Rules 101 and 104

through 109 of the Electronic Billing Rules, and then

Rule 206 of the Rules of the Industrial Commission

relating to the Law Enforcement Officers, Firemen’s,

Rescue Squad Workers’ and Civil Air Patrol Members’

Death Benefits Act, and lastly, Rule 204 of the

Childhood Vaccine-Related Injury Rules of the North

Carolina Industrial Commission.

CHAIR YOUNG: Thank you, Ms. Henderson. Are there

any questions by the Commissioners for Ms. Henderson?

All right. Hearing none, Ms. Henderson, you may be

seated. Thank you very much.

MS. HENDERSON: Thank you.
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CHAIR YOUNG: And we will proceed to the next

speaker. The next speaker up is Mr. Larry Baker.

Sir, if you’d come forward.

MR. BAKER: Thank you.

CHAIR YOUNG: Before you begin this morning, I’d

like you to place your left hand on the Bible and

raise your right hand.

MR. BAKER: Before I do that, actually, we have

three other speakers who are going to use some of the

forty minutes if that is okay. So if you want us all

to be sworn at the same time, I can have them come up

here if that’s acceptable. They would be Bruce

Hamilton, Joy Brewer and Julia Dixon.

CHAIR YOUNG: Come on up. I guess you’re going to

have to share that tiny Bible there.

MR. BAKER: It’s like when we took the Bar.

CHAIR YOUNG: It feels like it, doesn’t it? All

right. Let’s see if I need to call each of your names

out. I tell you what I’ll do state your name. How

about that?

MR. BAKER: That’s fine.

CHAIR YOUNG: Do you – state your name each of

you---

(SPEAKERS STATE THEIR NAMES AND ARE SWORN.)

* * * * * * *
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LARRY BAKER

HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. Thank you very much.

Now, Mr. Baker, would you like for me to assist you

with timing of the folks this morning?

MR. BAKER: Hopefully, we won’t even need all of

our forty minutes. We’ve talked about breaking it up,

and everybody is well aware that we are limited to

forty minutes on behalf of the North Carolina

Association of Defense Attorneys.

CHAIR YOUNG: Okay. What I will do then and

probably, though, is alert you at about twenty

minutes.

MR. BAKER: That will be---

CHAIR YOUNG: That will be a halfway point. If

you’re still speaking, you’ll either have to stop

and – you know – you know the course.

MR. BAKER: Right.

CHAIR YOUNG: You know what to do. If you’d

please go ahead again and state your name and tell us

who you represent and identify any of the proposed

rules that you’ll be addressing in your remarks this

morning.

MR. BAKER: I will do that. My name is Larry
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Baker from Cranfill, Sumner and Hartzog in Charlotte.

I’m speaking on behalf of the North Carolina

Association of Defense Attorneys, as is Bruce

Hamilton, Joy Brewer and Julia Dixon. There are a

number of rules that we are going to address comments

to today. I have an exhibit of an outline of not only

the ones we’re going to discuss today, but ones that

due to time constraints we are not going to discuss

today, but want to present written comments at a later

date. If I may approach, Your Honor?

CHAIR YOUNG: You may.

(Exhibit Number 2 is marked for

identification and admitted into

evidence.)

CHAIR YOUNG: Thank you, sir.

MR. BAKER: Thank you. I represent one thousand

members of the North Carolina Association of Defense

Attorneys who work on behalf of a hundred and seventy

law firms, both small and large, as well as solo

practitioners, governmental agencies and corporate

legal departments throughout the state from the

eastern coast to the western mountains. It is the

desire of the NCADA to have fair and equitable rules

for all parties appearing before the Commission, but

which have legislative authority either in the
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Workers’ Compensation Act or in the Administrative

Procedures Act. As I indicated, there are a number of

rules that we believe require NCADA comment for these

reasons, but because of time constraints, we will be

limited to the five or six which we feel are the

biggest issues regarding those rules. I will be

talking about Rule 405 dealing with the reinstatement

of benefits. Bruce Hamilton will be talking about

several of the rules in the 600s. Julia Dixon will be

talking regarding rules regarding fees and costs, and

then Joy Brewer will be discussing Rule 502 and

settlement agreements. I will then also make some

brief comments regarding a couple of the

rehabilitation rules. At the outset, I would point

out that a number of the rules that have been proposed

by the Commission throughout not just the workers’

compensations rules, but the rehabilitation rules and

those for mediation include in them a statement that

the rules may be suspended to prevent manifest

injustice to a party or to expedite a decision in the

public interest. In reviewing the APA, specifically

N.C.G.S. 150B-19, that states – sets out restrictions

on what types of rules may be implemented and actually

prohibits an agency from waiving or modifying a

requirement of one of its rules. Because of this, the
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NCADA believes that as written, the rule proposal –

proposals, because there are several regarding

suspension of the rules, is prohibited by the APA. In

addition, the APA requires that there be an avoidance

of redundancy in its rules, both with a legislative

act, with a specific statute, or with other rules, and

we believe that a number of the proposed rules

likewise are redundant and, therefore, are

unnecessary. I do want to briefly, specifically

address Rule 405, which is the proposed rule regarding

the reinstatement of benefits pursuant to N.C.G.S.

97-18(k). In that rule, the Commission has proposed,

and has actually already been operating once the

statute was enacted while they were in the process

forming these proposed rules - they have proposed and

are operating under a telephonic hearing procedure

similar to that that’s used in a Form 24 suspension of

benefits. The problem is that 97-18(k) does not

provide any statutory authority for such a telephonic

hearing. Unlike the Form 24 procedure which is

contained in 97-18.1, that statute does set out

statutorily the telephonic hearing procedure, and

therefore, the rule requiring that is consistent with

that statute. However, 97-18(k) does not provide a

similar statutory framework. Rather, that simply
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states that where an employer contests an employee’s

request to reinstate benefits, “the matter shall be

scheduled on a preemptive basis.” It is the position

of the NCADA that that preemptive basis requires a

full evidentiary hearing. That hearing can be

scheduled on the next available docket. It could be

scheduled for a full hearing in Raleigh, but we

believe the statutory requirement that exists there

requires a full evidentiary hearing, and the fact that

there is no similar telephonic hearing procedure set

out in the statute as there is in 97-18.1 solidifies

and is evidence that the legislature did not intend

for a telephonic procedure to reinstate benefits. If

it is determined however that the Commission does have

statutory authority for that, it would be the NCADA’s

position that those procedures should be identical to

the Form 24 procedures. As written right now, the

rules for reinstatement of benefits have a much

shorter timeframe, do not allow for extra evidence to

be submitted and simply don’t follow the Form 24

procedure without there being any rational basis for

not doing so. To reinstate benefits, an

Administrative Decision has to be rendered within five

days after – I’m sorry – the employer has five days to

appeal after that has been done, and therefore, unlike
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the seventeen-day timeframe for a Form 24, an employer

is in essence only given five days, and there’s no

rational basis for that shorter timeframe. Because of

this, we would contend that if the Commission

determines, and the Rules Review Committee eventually

determines, that there is a statutory basis for a

telephonic procedure in a Form 23, that should be

identical to a Form 24, but basically, our position is

that there is no statutory authority for that

telephonic hearing procedure and that, therefore, the

rule as proposed is improper. I would now turn it

over to Bruce Hamilton who is going to address Rule

609 and other Rule 600 procedures.

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)

BRUCE HAMILTON

HAVING PREVIOUSLY BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:

MR. HAMILTON: If it pleases the Commission, I’m

Bruce Hamilton with the Law Firm of Teague, Campbell,

Dennis and Gorham, here on behalf of the North

Carolina Association of Defense Attorneys. I’ll be

discussing Rules .0609(a), .0605, .0608, .0607, .0609

and .0616, but I’ll be brief on most of those. Let me

first start by thanking the Commission. I know a lot

of work went into the proposed rules. I’ve been in
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part of the process a little bit from the outside, but

I know that’s the tip of the iceberg for all that –

the work that you all have put in on it, and

appreciate it from the defense attorney and appreciate

the fact that we were – we were consulted early on. I

also want to reiterate that the APA being included in

the Workers’ Comp Reform Act was not a request of

either the Defense Bar or the Plaintiff’s Bar, but now

that we’re – we have it, we’re dealing with it, along

with you all, probably more than we ever wanted to.

Specifically with respect to Rule 609(a), a little

background on that – I was part of a – our basic point

on 609A is similar to what Larry just mentioned with

the other rule. Twofold, is there statutory authority

for the procedure presented, and then secondly, if

there is a statutory authority for it, is there a way

to tweak the rule to make it a little bit more

balanced in our – in our estimation? In 2007, there

was an amendment in the budget that was included that

amended 97-78 which prompted the changes to the

medical motion, and there was a taskforce created back

then. I was part of one with Lenny Jernigan,

Commissioner Ballance, Commissioner Sellers, Executive

Secretary Weaver and Deputy Commissioner Gillen, and

we worked on it for approximately six months at that
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time. The reason I bring that up is when that was

originally – the taskforce was originally created,

there was initial questions on what was our mandate

based upon the legislation, and there was a little bit

of debate within the taskforce on whether we were

supposed to come up – the statute talks about

developing and implementing a plan. The question that

I had was whether that was supposed to be a pilot plan

or a final plan. In other words, did we need

additional authority from the legislature once we came

up with a plan? And there was some documentation

going back and forth at that point, and so the point

we have right now is that really what we think the

original legislation back in 2007 required was that

the Commission was supposed to analyze medical

motions, how long they were taking, develop stats and

develop what we thought – what I think from the

defense perspective was a pilot program that would

then go back to the Commission and get statutory

authority similar to 97-18.1, the Form 24 procedure

where the procedure is specifically laid out by the

legislature. There was a discussion with Lenny

Jernigan and I at the first meeting. My recollection

is that we kind of looked at each other – well, Tracey

Weaver came in and was essentially, “I think we need
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to have stats,” is that we’re looking at stats is what

we were looking at, is tracking how long it was taking

to deal with medical motions under the current

procedure. Lenny Jernigan and I both thought that the

current procedure was adequate, didn’t see the need

for a new – an entirely new procedure, but when it was

presented, no, that’s what the legislature wanted. We

developed the proposal that was eventually put forward

to the Commission at that point. I still have a

question in my mind whether the original legislation,

and the NCADA does - whether the original legislation

authorized the actual plan that was put into place,

whether it should have been a pilot program that then

got reported back to the General Assembly and said

here’s our recommendation on what these expedited

medical motions should look like, and then have that

developed into legislation to specifically enact it,

so that’s the legislative background on whether that

was supposed to be a pilot program or something set in

stone. But let’s assume that there is statutory

authority, that we don’t need 97 – similar legislation

like 97-18.1. Even if we have the current rule as

adopted, the Defense Bar – and this has been our

continual kind of complaint or concern all along is a

due process issue – is – and recognizing at the same
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time – and this came up in the taskforce – is that the

Commission and the Workers’ Comp Act was developed to

be – to expeditiously resolve work comp cases. It’s

not supposed to be a civil system - court system that

drags on for years, so realizing that we need to

balance the needs of injured workers to get prompt

medical care with at the same time balancing an

employer’s due process rights in those cases where

they feel like they have significant, substantive

defenses to an underlying issue. In particular, I’ve

seen this personally in issues where there’s a dispute

between medical doctors over surgical issues, things

like that, that can essentially decide the case for

long term on disabilities and indemnity issues. It’s

our concern it’s twofold that – I noted that the

current proposed rule does not impose a thirty-day

time limit. It does not include that. We don’t know

how the proposed rule will get implemented, but if the

new rule gets implemented like the current rules with

a thirty-day time limit, we have significant problems

with that because of the limited ability to get any

deposition testimony. We also have a significant

problem in that the way the current system is set up

is with telephone hearings. There is no live

testimony or any testimony under oath and that you
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have the telephonic hearings going back and forth and

generally written submissions to the Deputy

Commissioner at that point. Specifically, the

provisions we have is there are depositions under the

proposed rule are only allowed if deemed necessary,

without really defining what necessary is. IMEs will

be denied unless demonstrated need; again, not really

defined. And most significantly that there’s no opt

out procedure, that there’s no – there’s no specific

indication in the proposed rule along the way where

the Deputy Commissioner can say this is too

complicated for this type of hearing, we need to go to

an expedited hearing. Now I think what I’ve heard is

that in practice, Deputies always have that right.

It’s not spelled out in the rule. The reason I bring

that up is back when we were in the taskforce, there

was a flowchart presented by Deputy Commissioner

Gillen, and I can’t recall at this time whether it was

a proposal or if it was his analysis of the current

system, but the most significant part of it was his

flowchart along the way had about four decision points

where a case could get resolved at the Executive

Secretary level, and then at a Deputy level after a

telephonic hearing at a Deputy level, with a little

bit more involvement. And then – but ultimately under
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his flowchart, if a case could not resolved, it ended

up – ended up in three possible resolution options.

One was an expedited hearing; fourteen days in

Raleigh, no questions asked. You were going to have a

hearing and hear with some Deputy who was free. The

second option was another expedited hearing where you

basically go, look at the next month’s calendar and it

gets an added-on generally in the county where the

injury occurred. And then the third option was the

Deputy could decide, well, no, this is just a decision

that needs to go into the regular hopper and goes

along with the regular hearing option. We much more

prefer that type of program or procedure that ends up

with live testimony and a hearing in those appropriate

cases, understanding that along the way we need to

have a process that allows for quick decisions on

minor medical issues, maybe a medication or a

diagnostic test or things along those lines and trying

to balance the defendants’ due process rights and the

plaintiffs’ desire to get quick medical treatment, so

if – we’d ask to look at that issue again. Now

briefly going on to the other rules, under Rule 608,

we have – this is the – that deals with requiring the

production of recorded statements, which we understand

need to be produced. We’re concerned that there’s no
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specific statutory authority for requiring that

recorded statement to be provided within forty-five

days of the request for hearing or it shall be

excluded from evidence at the hearing. We’re

concerned substantively then twofold on this is that

there’s no discretion in that rule. If it’s not

provided in forty [sic] days, it says shall be

excluded. And then secondly, the forty-five day

requirement – I have – my experience is with most

carriers they don’t get recorded statements

transcribed right away. They’ll have the information

summarized in their chart notes and stuff, but they

wait to see if the claim develops. I don’t understand

the need for having – I understand the need for

producing the recorded statement, but we don’t

understand the need for having it within forty-five

days of the request for hearing. We believe that it

should track similar to Rule 605 and that it should be

within thirty days of when requested, and if it’s not

requested, certainly it needs to be part – provided as

part of a pretrial agreement so that it would be

disclosed prior to any hearing, but certainly, normal

requests for production of the recorded statement

should be produced within thirty days, but it

shouldn’t be tied to the request for hearing and the –
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and the remedy should not be complete exclusion of the

recorded statement. With respect to Rule 607, we

believe that – it’s the standard rule we’ve lived with

all along. With respect to request for employment

records, we believe that there needs to be some

limitation on relevance rather than just a blanket

request in every case. It’s a little bit open in how

you define employment records, and in (unintelligible)

case, employment records can be stacks and stacks of

documents with – that really aren’t relevant to the

case, so we would just ask that that be added. With

respect to Rule 609, the sticky thing here is there’s

really not a specific – that we can see – statutory

authority for a motions practice. However, we

recognize that the Commission needs to have a motions

practice. If for some reason this were going to get

struck down, we would represent on behalf of the

defense attorneys we would work with the Plaintiff’s

Bar as well and the Commission to develop legislation

to allow motions practice because we realize that one

needs to be in place. That benefits both sides and

the administration of the Act rather than turning

every motions issue into a hearing issue, so we

appreciate that. We just wanted to point out as part

of our duty that we’re concerned about that the – that
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the Rules Review Commission may look at it and

question whether there is statutory authority for

that. Finally, with respect to Rule 616 - this is the

dismissal of claims – there is a double standard on it

that we have - a one-year dismissal for voluntary

dismissals, but a two-year statute of limitations for

removal. We run into a problem here. We think they

should be the same standard because you run into a

semantics issue, and can – we can avoid litigation if

you have the same standard for – bless you – removal

and voluntary dismissal, and we believe that they

should both be the one-year – the one-year standard

under that, is that if there is a removal or a

voluntary dismissal taken that there should be a

one-year timeframe. It gives certainty. It tracks

the civil system on taking a dismissal and removing a

case under an active hearing docket, so we just

believe that they should be the same and it will avoid

any litigation in the future on a difference between

those two standards. I’d be happy to answer any

questions as well.

CHAIR YOUNG: Any questions for Mr. Hamilton?

MR. HAMILTON: None? I was going to pass this

over to Julia Dixon. She’s going to talk about fees.

There’s one section in the – in the 600s that talks
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about Guardian ad Litems, and I think Julia might be –

were you going to mention it? Okay. If I can take

one briefly, on the Guardian ad Litem issue with

respect to fees on the defendants, the statutory

authority cited – if you dig down into the civil side

where it’s mentioned, the statutory authority for

assessing fees against the defendants is when a

Guardian ad Litem is defending a civil case, not

prosecuting one, so the question we have is that

whether that statutory authority really supports, in

instance in this case, where the Guardian ad Litem is

appointed not to defend the child and/or incompetent

in some area, but is actually prosecuting the claim,

and that’s just – if you look at the civil statute –

and I apologize - we’ll have it in our written

comments. I can’t remember the statute off the top of

my head that it refers to, but actually, it is the

statutory authority listed with the rule because - if

you look at that slightly different context. Thank

you.

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. You’re right at twenty

minutes. Very good.

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)

CHAIR YOUNG: Ms. Dixon, you’re next.

* * * * * * *
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JULIA DIXON

HAVING PREVIOUSLY BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:

MS. DIXON: My name is Julia Dixon. I’m with

Young, Moore and Henderson, and I’m also here on

behalf of the North Carolina Association of Defense

Attorneys. I wanted to thank you first for the effort

that you’ve put into drafting these rules, and I know

firsthand that this has been a huge challenge and a

lot of work, and we really appreciate your efforts,

and to reiterate what Bruce Hamilton mentioned, we

also appreciate the opportunity to give you comments

during the drafting process. I am going to speak

today about fees, costs and sanctions. Because there

are fees, costs and sanctions throughout the Act, I’m

going to just give you our brief summary on whether we

believe there’s statutory authority for those, and I

would note that this may not be an all encompassing

list, but the rules at issue are 10E .0201, 10E .0202,

10E .0203, 10E .0204, 10E .0302, 10G .0104, 10A .0604

and 10A .0612. We certainly don’t profess to be

experts of the Administrative Procedures Act, but we

would note that 150B-19 indicates that an agency may

not establish a fee or other charge, which we would

assert is defined as a cost or a sanction, unless the
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law specifically authorized the agency to establish

the fee or other charge, or unless the charge falls

within one of five categories – service to a

government entity; copy of a state publication or

other document, including the mailing of that

document; transcript of a public hearing; fees for

conference, workshop or courses, and data processing

services. We would assert that there are numerous

fees and costs throughout the proposed rules, many of

which are supported by statutory authority, many of

which are supported by the APA. There are a few

however that are not supported by either, and I will

get to those at the end of my presentation. What the

NCADA would assert is that although there may be

statutory authority for the costs and the fees set out

in the rules, that the statutes are very clear with

regard to who shall bear those costs and that the

rules are either silent on who shall bear the costs,

or in practice, those costs are typically assessed the

employers, which we would assert is not within the

statutory authority, particularly in light of the fact

that we are now subject to the APA, so we would ask

that the rules list all the fees and costs that will

be charged to the parties where it’s appropriate and

that the rule states specifically who shall bear that
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cost. So I want to talk with you just about statutory

construction and to illustrate our point with regard

to the fees and the costs. 97-73 is a perfect example

of where we believe the General Assembly has noted

specifically that an employer shall bear a cost. In

19-73(d), the General Assembly gave the Commission

authority to set fees for educational training

programs on how to prevent and reduce accidents, and

the General Assembly specifically noted that that fee

should be imposed on employers. Within that same

section, 97-73(a), the General Assembly did not assign

costs and fees to the employers. They noted that the

Commission had the authority to establish a schedule

of fees for examinations conducted, reports made,

documents filed and agreements reviewed, but there was

no specific language in the statute assigning all of

those costs or fees to the employers. Since the

General Assembly has shown that they know how to

assign costs and fees to the employers in (d), we

would assert that those costs and fees in (a) should

either be divvied out between the parties based on the

type of document at issue or should be borne by both

parties together. Another example of a statute that

would support this argument is 97-80, and in 97-80(b),

it specifically notes that the Commission shall have
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the power to, quote, “…tax costs against the

parties…,” plural. All of the costs that are set out

in 97-80 which impact hearing costs, mediation costs

and depositions costs indicate that those costs shall

be taxed against the parties. That is our position.

Therefore, we would assert that any of the fees

related to hearings, depositions and mediations should

be taxed against the parties jointly or based on the

type of deposition that may be going on. With regard

to, for example, hearing transcripts, under 97-80, we

would assert that (b) talks to hearing transcripts and

costs, as well as 97-73. We would assert that those

costs should be shared or assigned to the appealing

party, and we would assert that that is not only good

public policy, but would encourage judicial economy

because it would create a climate where all parties

are more judicious with their appeal decisions. In

the current practice, there’s no disincentive to

withhold an appeal at any level. In addition, with

regard to depositions, we would note that there’s also

statutory authority for fees related to depositions

under 97-26.1. However, yet again, the General

Assembly did not specifically note that employers

should bear all of those costs. We would assert again

that 97-80 speaks to depositions and that because
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97-80 notes that costs should be taxed against the

parties, plural, that the parties should share those

costs or that the Commission should assign those costs

based on who elects to take the deposition. This

would not only decrease the number of depositions, but

it would decrease the burden on the medical providers

who have to sit for those depositions. We would also

note that foreign language interpreters in the rules

that relate to those costs also would fall under –

specifically as it relates to mediation, would fall

under 97-80 and that those costs should be beared

(phonetic). We note the public policy and question

why the defendants should be required to pay for a

translator at mediation. We would assume that the

attorney for the plaintiff would be able to

communicate with their own client. Finally, we would

note that sanctions would fall under the category of

other charge pursuant to the APA, and there is a Rule

10E .0302(b) which notes that there’s a sanction for

failing to – pardon me – sanction for a failure to

timely file forms. We would note that that is too

broad and that we are concerned that Rules Review

Commission may address that. There are some statutory

basis for assigning sanctions for failure to timely

file certain forms, such as 97-18(h) with regard to a
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28C, 97-18(j), a Form 60, 61, 63. Certainly, we

acknowledge that there’s statutory authority for a

sanction for failure to file those forms timely, but

the broad sanction for all forms we’re concerned

about. Under Rule 10E .0202(b), as well as 10E

.0302(a), we would assert that the sanction for a

failure to pay a fee or cost is not allowed by the

APA, and we’re concerned that Rules Review may strike

those rules. Finally, just as a note, as we were

going through this process of preparing our comments,

we looked back at all of the minutes that have been

previously published. Again, we’re not experts on the

APA, but assume that those minutes will no longer be

in effect and are concerned that some of the minutes

may not have been addressed in the proposed rules and

that if they need to go forward and be in effect as

part of the rules, that it might be necessary to

review those minutes to ensure that all of that

information is in the proposed rules. To just give

some examples – and I won’t give you all of the

details, but with regard specifically to fees, there

is a set of minutes regarding a method of payment, a

requirement that documents and forms be filed

simultaneously with a filing fee, a memo or minutes

regarding all costs. And again, all costs are not
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reflected in the proposed rules. A fine for a failure

to comply with the Rule 610(3), IME fees – I don’t see

those necessarily reflected. So in closing, as it

relates to fees, costs and sanctions, we would ask the

Commission to revisit the rules and to ask is there

statutory authority for each of the costs and fees.

If not, does the APA allow for the costs and fee? If

either the statute or the APA does allow, what does

the statute say about who shall bear the costs? We

would assert that should be specifically spelled out

in the rule. And finally, we would just ask that you

revisit the old minutes to determine and ensure that

all of the information in those old minutes, if the

Commission deems them appropriate to be in the rules,

be addressed in the rules. Thank you for---

CHAIR YOUNG: Any questions---

MS. DIXON: ---your time.

CHAIR YOUNG: ---for Ms. Dixon? Any questions?

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)

CHAIR YOUNG: Ms. Brewer, you have ten minutes.

JOY BREWER

HAVING PREVIOUSLY BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:

MS. BREWER: May it please the Commission, my name

is Joy Brewer. I’m with Brooks, Stevens and Pope, and
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I’m here today also speaking on behalf of the North

Carolina Association of Defense Attorneys. I’ve – I

will be addressing one rule here today. It’s Rule 10A

.0502, specifically (b)(4) and (7), and this is the

rule dealing with settlement agreements, so we believe

that it is a very important and critical rule given

the number of claims that are actually resolved

through settlement. And again, I reiterate our

appreciation for being involved in this process early

on, and we worked extensively with the Plaintiff’s

Bar, and I think a lot of the issues we had were

resolved, and I think this rule was modified before

being published, but we still have two issues from OUR

perspective that we feel lacks statutory authority.

In (4), the rule says that where liability is denied,

the employer/carrier or administrator shall undertake

to pay all disputed unpaid medicals. We do not – the

North Carolina Association of Defense Attorneys does

not believe there is any statutory authority for this

requirement. We also think that it essentially

undermines the denial of claims by placing liability

on the employer/carrier or administrator. There are

times obviously in denied claims where a plaintiff may

receive no settlement, so the money they receive is

essentially a compromise of their claim which implies
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that not all of the medical expenses will be paid. A

recent case came down from the Court of Appeals,

Malloy versus Davis Mechanical, where the Court of

Appeals specifically acknowledged that a situation may

arise where a compromise agreement is reached that

does not fully compensate a plaintiff for his or her

medical expenses. So while we recognize the amount of

unpaid medicals, it’s a factor for the Commission to

consider in making a determination as to whether a

settlement is fair and just. We do not believe there

is statutory authority to require that the

employer/carrier or administrator undertake to pay all

unpaid medicals. The second section we are taking

issue with here today under that rule is (7), and

this – specifically, we’re looking at the requirement

that the parties provide certain notification to

medical providers in writing, and I believe in that

section, there’s sort of three separate provisions.

One was if one of the parties in the settlement

agreement undertakes to pay certain disputed medicals,

they are to notify the party in writing. If the

employee’s attorney has notified the provider that

they’re not to pursue a claim for medical expenses,

that provider is to be notified, and then when a

provider has actually provided notice that they intend
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to pursue their right to medical costs. And while we

recognize this may be an issue, obviously, through

this point, we’ve been operating – we’ve not been

required to provide such notice. Again, we don’t

believe there’s any statutory authority, and we

believe that if there’s an issue with this

particular – with this notification, that the proper

fix is statutory as opposed to time to be fixed under

the rules. It’s the statutory authority that allows

the plaintiffs’ attorneys to notify the providers not

to pursue their client, so again, we believe it would

be properly addressed through a modification or

addition to the statute, and that’s the issues with

Rule – former Rule 502. Thank you.

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. Any questions for

Ms. Brewer?

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)

CHAIR YOUNG: Mr. Baker, are you going to wrap up?

You’ve got five minutes.

LARRY BAKER

HAVING PREVIOUSLY BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:

MR. BAKER: Thank you. It will be very brief. I

just want to comment on one of the rehabilitation

rules under 10C, which is Rule .0103(5) which defines
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suitable employment. The second part of that

identifies the statute and when it was enacted of June

24, 2011, and uses the statutory definition the

legislature enacted. Before that, it sets out a

definition of suitable employment which was gleaned

from case law and the prior rehabilitation rules. It

would be our contention on behalf of the NCADA that

there is no statutory authority for that definition.

And again, the APA provides that where there’s no

statutory authority for the rule, it should not be

implemented. There is some question as to whether or

not, when there was not a previously defined

definition in a statute that subsequently is defined,

if that definition should not also be retroactive.

However, at the very least, it would be the position

of the NCADA that that definition of suitable

employment should not be included in the rule itself.

As you can see from the number of people who have come

up here, we had a very large group who went through

this. We know the Commission spent a large amount of

time in drafting these rules. We appreciate the

opportunity that you have given us previously to

comment before these rules were even published in an

effort to try and streamline this. We look forward to

the opportunity again of working with the Commission
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to create rules that are fair and equitable to

everybody and which, you know, are going to pass a

Rules Review Committee, so we again want to thank you

for the opportunity of being here today. I didn’t

give you a chance when I spoke earlier to ask if you

had any questions of me on Rule 405, so if you have

any questions of any of the comments we’ve made, I’ll

be glad to take those at this time.

CHAIR YOUNG: Are there any questions for

Mr. Baker? All right. Thank you, Mr. Baker---

MR. BAKER: Thank you.

CHAIR YOUNG: ---Mr. Hamilton, Ms. Dixon,

Ms. Brewer. Appreciate it.

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. At this time, we’d call

Mr. Sumwalt. Mr. Sumwalt---

MR. SUMWALT: Thank you very much.

CHAIR YOUNG: ---if you would just go ahead and

just state your name and who you represent and the

specific rules that you will discussing this morning.

MR. SUMWALT: I’m Vernon Sumwalt. I’m from the

Mecklenburg County Bar. I practice with the Law Firm

of – well, Sumwalt Law Firm, and I’m here representing

the workers’ compensation section of the North

Carolina Advocates for Justice.
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CHAIR YOUNG: All right. And if you’d place your

left hand on the Bible and raise your right hand.

VERNON SUMWALT

HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:

CHAIR YOUNG: Thank you, sir. You may proceed.

MR. SUMWALT: Thank you. May it please the

Commission, again, I’m Vernon Sumwalt from Charlotte,

and I’m here representing the workers’ compensation

section of the North Carolina Advocates for Justice,

and our organization represents the employees, the

individuals in this state who are injured at work, and

we have several hundred members who practice primarily

workers’ compensation law, but whose – at least a

large part of their practice involves representing the

individuals that appear before the Commission on a

daily basis. On July 30th, we submitted written

comments and objections to the rules, and we took a

little bit a different approach in that we were more

focused on the procedural regularity of the rules, at

least how they compare to the specific provisions in

Chapter 97, and some of our comments and objections

were mature to that procedure, but some of them can

be – even be characterized as cosmetic. We just

wanted to make sure that they were clear, they were
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easy to follow because the rules should be followed

not only by represented parties, but also

unrepresented parties as well because that’s one of

our interests that our organization has – is not only

do you – people who have attorneys, but the people who

don’t have attorneys because they’re working through

this system as well. I want to bring the Commission’s

attention to some specific rules that we – that we

raised. And most of these comments are consensus

comments, being that we solicited input from our

executive committee members and got good feedback on

these rules, but some of – all these are consensus

issues. There are a few that I would like to discuss

later on, specifically with Rule 605 and some material

that’s not contained in the proposed rules that I want

to address that there is some debate on, and I’m not

sure we came to a consensus, but I wanted to bring the

Commission’s attention to those issues. The consensus

issues primarily are with Rule Subchapter A - Rule

404A(b). I do want to touch on Rule 502(b)(7), which

I believe Ms. Dixon touched on in her presentation,

Rule 1001(i), under Subchapter A, and those are the –

those are the primary rules. First of all with Rule

404A(b) - and that goes with a 28U - and the proposed

rule again just like the former rule states that the
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parties shall file a Form 28U, and the Court of

Appeals in the Burchett (phonetic) case, of course,

said that a Form 28U is not mandatory; it’s

permissive, so we think that that language would be

inconsistent with the Burchett case as it construed

the statute implementing a Form 28U. With respect to

Rule 502(b)(7), Ms. Dixon talked about this. Our

comments in our written comments and objections dealt

with the problem that plaintiffs’ attorneys have

across the board with medical liens. And most of the

times when we get medical providers writing us saying

here’s what your bills are, they don’t comply with the

medical lien statute. Yet, we know by Section I-717

(phonetic) that the medical lien statute can apply to

workers’ compensation cases, so the issue we’ve got is

when we have unpaid medical bills in a clincher, how

do these get paid out, and how do they get paid out

that, one, is fair to the medical providers, but, two,

also satisfies the attorney’s obligation and the

injured worker’s obligation to pay a part of that

settlement to the medical providers? Which is – which

is not paying them in full necessarily, but says,

okay, I’ll just disburse it, but here’s how we divide

this up. And the lien statutes do that. They provide

for a proportional decrease, and that’s typically the
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way many of our members do this in clinchers, but we

would like the Commission to specify, you know,

here’s – just like it does presently, here’s the

amount of the unpaid bills, here’s how much has been

paid by other parties, here’s how much is paying paid

out of this clincher because with the Commission’s

approval of that settlement, we now have something to

show the medical provider, look, you know, we paid ten

percent of your $100 bill, here’s $10; you have to

pursue the extra $9.00 in some other fashion because

what the attorneys and injured workers don’t like

doing is getting a disbursement and having to deal

with medical providers, and most of the times, they

will reduce their payments, but when you have a set

amount in a clincher that disburses it pursuant to a

form that’s already in the lien statute, then that

makes the medical providers happy, and we can go on

our way and get the money to other people. The final

rule that we submitted in our written objections and

comments was the peer review rule, Rule 1001(i) of

Subchapter A. I’ve not met a medical provider in this

state who likes peer review, and I think most of my

colleagues would agree with me on that. It serves a

purpose, but the fact of the matter is we’re getting a

lot of denials based on medical opinions that take
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place out of state, and one of the issues that comes

up in peer review is whether the reviewing doctor is

actually committing the unauthorized practice of

medicine in North Carolina, which is a well-defined

definition in Chapter 90. And what we would propose

is if carriers are going to use peer review, then the

peer reviewer should at least be licensed in North

Carolina to recognize the standard of care here and to

recognize the local medical practices. Otherwise,

they’re at risk for the unauthorized practice of

medicine, and I will say there is a wrinkle to this

because, for example, if we represent employees in

South Carolina or Virginia who are out of state, that

doesn’t necessarily mean the doctor licensed in North

Carolina can give that peer reviewing opinion because

their authorized treating doctors may be out of state

as well. They may be in the state of residence, so

there may be a little (unintelligible) that’s needed

in the rule just to make sure that whoever is

reviewing the doctor’s recommendation is licensed in

the state where that doctor is also licensed to

practice and where that treatment will be performed

because, otherwise, you may run the risk of violating

the unauthorized practice statute. The non-consensus

issues – we had a lot of debate about this, and I’m
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not sure I’m sold one way or the other with some of

these issues, but I want to bring these to the

Commission’s attention. The first deals with

Subchapter A, Rule 605, and at least with the rules I

pulled off the Commission’s website, my understanding

is there’s another version of 605 that’s floating

around there that includes not only interrogatories,

but also request for production of documents, and I’m

not sure if I’m correct about that. Is that---?

COMMISSIONER MEYER: I do believe that there was

some information submitted. And then when these got

published, I’m sure the exact version---

MR. SUMWALT: Okay.

COMMISSIONER MEYER: ---that was picked up, so

there may be – in fact, I think someone has

resubmitted that as a comment, that that should be

included, so---

MR. SUMWALT: That---

COMMISSIONER MEYER: ---that may be the case.

I---

MR. SUMWALT: Well, I was counting on---

COMMISSIONER MEYER: I know there was discussion

about it with some input about both.

MR. SUMWALT: Okay. I’ll comment just on request

for production in general, assuming that it’s in the
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rule, assuming that it’s in that alternative version.

Generally speaking, none of us have an issue with

producing documents in our possession consistent with

the contours of Rule 607 and Section 97-25.6(a). One

of the concerns we have is that the scope of request

for production in civil context is that you can get

documents outside of your possession, and there is

some concerns raised by our members that that could

lead to two situations. I mean certainly request for

production have use, but they can also be subject to

abuse, and those are the two words that most of our

members focus on – use and abuse – because in complex

claims, I think they would be useful. I think that in

occupational disease claims, there are certainly

things we want from the other side to help us find the

facts we need in claims, but on the other side, I can

certainly see in the run-of-the-mill slip and fall at

work or, you know, you’re not going into elaborate

discovery that the request for production can be

abused in some situations. We would ask the

Commission to do one of two things, even though we

didn’t submit a formal comment on this, but limit the

scope of request for productions even by – either by

number or by scope, and scope would be preferable, we

think, because I think that if you look at – the
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Commission also sends out Form 36s, for example, that

you have subpoena power. If a party really wants

documents that another party doesn’t have in its

possession, they can send a subpoena for that same

information, so there’s other ways to get it. It

doesn’t deprive a party of getting that information

through other means, but it – by limiting the scope of

the request to information in the party’s possession,

it also prevents potential abuse for making that party

chase down stuff and spend ten times as much in the

administrative claim that really the system has got –

is geared for simplicity, and I think that recognizing

that there is the Form 36 out there that they can get

the same information, then limiting the scope of the

request for production either, you know, by who has

the information or by the number of requests that

would help. The other comment – and some other

commenters (phonetic) may be mentioning this today –

is that there’s a number of forms that are mentioned

in the proposed rules that were incorporated from the

prior rules, and there are some of them that were not

mentioned in the proposed rules, and I won’t go

through which ones were and weren’t today, but the

concern that’s raised is that if there’s going to be

an amendment to a form – a substantive amendment, or
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if there’s going to be a new form, then we would

propose that that’s also subject to the rule-making

procedure as well because I think that everyone needs

to review those forms because we’re all working with

them, and it just – at least the transparency I

think – I think that if there’s an issue with a form

that may be critical to either the defense side or the

plaintiff’s side, we want to anticipate these issues

as much as possible to make sure that we have a

workable form that the Commission can publish, and

that’s my comments. I didn’t use the full forty

minutes. I apologize if you wanted me to, but we do

thank you very, very much. We do realize this is an

incredible undertaking.

CHAIR YOUNG: Let me just ask, are there any---

MR. SUMWALT: Yes, ma’am?

CHAIR YOUNG: ---questions for Mr. Sumwalt? And

did you have a prepared summary of your remarks,

Mr. Sumwalt, that you’d like to present to the court

reporter for marking?

MR. SUMWALT: Other than the---

CHAIR YOUNG: Your letter?

MR. SUMWALT: ---my letter of July 30th, I have no

prepared remarks so---

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. Could you go ahead
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though and hand that over to – do you have an extra

copy of that? We have copies of that letter. If you

have an extra copy---

MR. SUMWALT: I’ve got my copy, but you’re fine –

I mean---

CHAIR YOUNG: That would be fine. If you would

just go ahead and present that over to

Mr. Constantino, that would great. We’ll mark it and

get it into the record at this time.

(Exhibit Number 3 is marked for

identification and admitted into

evidence.)

CHAIR YOUNG: Thank you so much.

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)

CHAIR YOUNG: Are we going to keep moving forward?

At this time, Ms. Cathy Thamen. Ms. Thamen---

MS. THAMEN: Good morning.

CHAIR YOUNG: ---good morning. Good morning.

Now, are you here on behalf of IARP?

MS. THAMEN: I am.

CHAIR YOUNG: Okay. Very good. Well, if I can

get you to go ahead and just place your left hand on

the Bible and raise your right hand.

CATHY THAMEN

HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and
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testified as follows:

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. You’ll also have forty

minutes. Feel free not to take it all.

MS. THAMEN: Don’t worry. It won’t take forty,

not at all. My name is Cathy Thamen. I am the

president elect of IARP. IARP is an organization –

IARP of the Carolinas is an organization,

International Association of Rehabilitation

Professionals. We have approximately two hundred

members in IARP of the Carolinas. Over eighty-five

percent of those reside in North Carolina and practice

at least part of their practice as workers’ comp in

North Carolina, so I’m speaking on behalf of that

group today. I have no legal training. I have

learned long ago not to argue with lawyers, that it’s

fruitless, that they are trained to do it, and I am

not. We are not commenting today from a legal

perspective. We understand that the rehab subset of

rules is a small section of all the rules that you all

have worked so hard to rewrite here, but those are the

sections that we’d like to have some comments about.

IARP Board consists of Carla Marshburn who’s here

today. She is the president. She’s also the senior

vice-president of Carolina Case Management. I am the

current president elect, and I’m vice-president at
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Southern Rehab Network. Nancy Wells is the immediate

past president. Nancy is the president of Carolina

Case Management. Adele Dooring (phonetic) is here

today. Adele is a senior vocational supervisor with

Southern Rehab Network, soon to retire. I’m so

jealous. Tonya Ballard is our treasurer. Tonya is a

senior vocational case manager from Carolina Case

Management. Cindy Boyd is a member at large, formerly

with the Commission as a nurse. She is now nurse

liaison with Duke Rehab. George Page is a member at

large. He is president and owner of Page

Rehabilitation Services. Chad Betters is a professor

at Winston-Salem State University, and he is a member

at large. And Donna Irby is a medical supervisor with

Southern Rehab Network, and she is a member at large,

so that comprises the Board, and then we do have a

number of members in the Carolinas. Before I begin my

remarks, I’d like to take just a moment to mark the

loss of two very important rehab professionals known

to the Commission for many years and to many of the

parties here today. In the last couple of months, we

have lost Nancy Stewart and Brian Preston, and both

have served the rehab profession well and have served

injured workers in North Carolina very well, and their

loss is a deep loss for all of us on a personal and
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professional level, but I just wanted to take a moment

to publicly recognize their service. Okay. Today,

the comments I’d like to make include Subchapter 10C

of the North Carolina Industrial Commission Rules for

the Utilization of Rehabilitation Professionals in

Workers’ Comp Claims. I’ll begin with .0103 where we

talk about definitions. This definition in the

proposed rule has struck out, including a personal

interview with the injured worker.

COMMISSIONER CHEATHAM: Just a minute. Which

definition---

MS. THAMEN: I beg your pardon.

COMMISSIONER CHEATHAM: ---are you referring to?

MS. THAMEN: 2(a), line eighteen if you have the

printout.

COMMISSIONER CHEATHAM: Yep. 2(a)?

MS. THAMEN: Okay. Line 2(a), yes, ma’am – “case

assessment; including a personal interview with the

injured worker.” That has been been struck, and we

feel strongly that medical case managers, as well as

vocational case managers need to have a personal

interview in order to set a rapport. Establishing a

relationship with your injured worker whether you’re a

nurse or a vocational professional requires

establishment of a rapport, and so we feel that there
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needs to be personal involvement there. To anticipate

a question you might have, we do not necessarily say

that telephonic case management cannot be personal.

If a nurse is spending time on the telephone with an

injured worker, that is personal. To us then the

question doesn’t become whether or not it’s personal;

it’s how long is telephonic appropriate. That’s not

addressed by the rule, and we’re not necessarily

addressing that, but in anticipation of the question

that would – that would rule out telephonic, no, not

necessarily, we don’t believe it would. Let’s see,

line 25 to 27, which is (3) under this section, it

defines vocational rehabilitation. This is a lengthy

definition where it begins to speak of, on line 27,

“…defined by Item (5) of this rule or applicable

statute and to substantially increase the employee’s

wage-earning capacity.” We’d move to strike. We

can’t do that, but we recommend that we strike

substantially increase wage-earning capacity. That’s

never been the goal of vocational rehab. The goal of

vocational rehab is to help a person get to the place

that they can be based on their individual abilities,

their limitations, their education, any retraining

that might be available to them and where we can help

them fit back into the society and to the workforce,
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so it’s a very highly individualized thing, and you

never would have a guarantee that it would

substantially increase their wages. Now all of us

would love to have the case where we place a person

and it does substantially increase their wages, and

that does happen, but those occasions are rare, so we

feel that it’s an inappropriate thing to try to have

the rehab professional be responsible for

substantially increasing the wage-earning capacity.

Okay. Moving on to .0105(d), “To qualify as

rehabilitation professional, a rehabilitation

professional must:” – and then we have qualifications,

(1), which are listed (A) through (H). We agree with

those qualifications. We propose adding (I) and

adding professional vocational evaluator. This is a

relatively new designation. There are a lot of these

folks in North Carolina, primarily because Chad

Betters at Winston-Salem State has been so active in

recruiting people for that, but we recommend this

because the certified vocational evaluator credential

is not very well supported anymore. It does still

exist, but there’s not a lot of support for it, so

we’d like to see PVEs be able to be included in this.

At the end of Section (I) that we would propose to

add, we would like to insert the word “or” because the
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way that it currently reads, we fear that it indicates

that we must do both of those things, which we don’t

all work for the state, so don’t think the state

budget can handle us now, so we’d like it to just be

clear that you have either one of the certifications

under letter [sic] (1) or that you comply to number

(2). Moving on to .0106, Professional Responsibility

of the Rehabilitation Professional in Workers’

Compensation Claims, on line 18, we do not believe

that experts and case consultants should be included

in this rule. Historically, the rehab rules have

applied to case management, so applying this to

experts and consultants we think brings a great deal

of confusion. Experts and consultants are not

necessarily coordinating or providing rehabilitation

services. What they are doing is either serving as an

educator to the Commission or perhaps providing an

opinion in one specific aspect of a case, so we

disagree that those folks should be included in the

rehab rules.

COMMISSIONER CHEATHAM: Can you point me to

exactly where in .0106 you’re referencing? I do not

have line numbers.

MS. THAMEN: Okay. Under .0106, it’s under (d)---

COMMISSIONER CHEATHAM: Uh-huh.
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MS. THAMEN: ---“As case consultants or expert

witnesses, rehabilitation professionals shall provide

unbiased, objective opinions.”

COMMISSIONER CHEATHAM: Uh-huh.

MS. THAMEN: Are you with me?

COMMISSIONER CHEATHAM: I am.

MS. THAMEN: Okay. We believe that consultants

and expert witnesses should be struck and that it

should simply say rehabilitation professionals shall

provide unbiased, objective opinions.

COMMISSIONER CHEATHAM: Right. Thank you.

MS. THAMEN: Thank you. Any other questions about

that? Thank you. Okay. We also have some concerns

that we can’t yet put a firm finger on, but we worry

that there may occasionally be a conflict in some of

our applicable codes of ethics and things that are

required by the statute. The IARP membership has been

asked to submit some of those examples, and we are

waiting for those, and they will be with our written

comments that will be submitted after today, and I

can’t tell you one off the top of my head today, but I

do have a concern should we ever find ourselves in a

position where the workers’ comp statute requires that

one thing happen, but our code of ethics indicates

that something else should happen, where does the line
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fall? Where is the decision with the statute? So we

would like some clarification of that. Okay. Moving

on to, let’s see, .0106, and this would be under,

let’s see – this would be under – it looks like (1)(g)

that’s struck through. It’s line 22 on my copy, but

it’s under (e) that’s been struck to (f) and (f) has

been struck, and then it looks like a number (1),

although it could be a letter. It says, “A rehab

professional shall not [consist –] conduct or assist

any party in claims negotiation or investigative

activities during his or her assignment in the case.”

We’re very uncomfortable with that wording. We don’t

think we should ever be doing that. Just because

we’re no longer working on the case, we don’t believe

that we should be able to have any part of the

negotiation or providing investigation. That’s not

what we do as rehab professionals, and, in fact, that

would be against our codes of ethics.

COMMISSIONER CHEATHAM: Now, what is your issue

with the rule?

MS. THAMEN: The rule is that it says during our

assignment.

COMMISSIONER CHEATHAM: Okay.

MS. THAMEN: We’d just like to end the sentence at

investigative activities. We just don’t want people
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to think that they might be free to do this after

their case is closed. We don’t think there would be

many who would, but it’s a possibility and we find it

unethical. Did I address your question?

COMMISSIONER CHEATHAM: Uh-huh.

MS. THAMEN: Okay. All right. Continuing to

.0107, under Communication, this would be – first of

all, we’d like to propose adding something to this

section. After lines – well, let’s see, three through

five, which is the very beginning, the insurance

carrier – this would be under (a). “The insurance

carrier shall notify the Commission and all parties on

a Form 25N…,” etcetera, “…and the purpose of the rehab

involvement.” We’d like to add that the rehab

professional – I’m sorry - I’m looking at the wrong

line - that the Commission would also forward a letter

to the injured worker and/or attorney if represented

to document the Commission’s expectation of

cooperation with the rehabilitation program upfront.

We feel that by adding an expectation of compliance

upfront that it avoids a lot of wasted time, wasted

energy, wasted money, more motions for the Executive

Secretary to see, that we could overcome some of that

and just move on with the rehab program from the

get-go, so we would request that be added. Also, it
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appears in this section that the summary of the rules

has been left out. I know how hard the Commission

worked to produce that summary. I also understand

that at this point, you would have to rewrite the

summary before these rules went into effect in order

to have a summary to present, but that summary is very

valuable to the injured workers. We can certainly

hand them a copy of the rules, but I think most of

them have benefited from having the summary. I’m not

sure how defense and plaintiff would feel about that;

would be interested to hear, but as rehab

professionals, we feel like they would benefit from

having the summary rather than having to be given the

entire packet of rules. There’s one other thing we’d

like to recommend adding here. In the law – the new

reformed law, it indicates that employers can get

medical information that may not be related to the

claim, but might have some impact, so we’d like to see

a section here that would say some sort of language

that would indicate that we could get additional

information, language that makes the following point:

Rehab professionals are allowed to obtain medical

information outside of the immediate claim treatment

records when the parties are in agreement for the

rehabilitation professional to facilitate the
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gathering of such information. We’re not asking that

we have the rights that the employers have. That

would put us too squarely on one side or the other,

but if all the parties are in agreement that for

whatever reason they’d like us to obtain the

information, we’d like it to be easy for us to be able

to do that. Okay. Also, in this section, this is the

section that talks about the first meeting occurring

in the attorney’s office. We would like to see

that---

UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: Which number are

you---?

MS. THAMEN: I’m sorry. Let me go back to my

other copy – page twelve. I have them marked out by

page numbers and lines. It’s easier for me that way.

Line sixteen to twenty – okay – this is the very end

of that section. It’s (i). I believe it’s (i).

UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: .0107(i)?

MS. THAMEN: Yes. Let’s see – sixteen to twenty.

No, no. I’m sorry. Line nine – it’s further up than

that. It’s under – it looks like an L, (h) – (1)(h),

perhaps. Again, it looks like an L or a 1 that’s

struck through with an H. “If requested by the

injured worker or his attorney”---

CHAIR YOUNG: Yes.
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MS. THAMEN: Okay.

CHAIR YOUNG: (h).

MS. THAMEN: ---“the initial meeting of the

injured worker and rehab professional shall take place

at the office of the worker’s attorney and shall occur

within twenty days of the request.” We would like

to – we don’t like the word “shall” there. We

prefer – or what we prefer to hear it say is this: We

believe this should remain as originally written and

state, the initial meeting of the injured worker and

the rehabilitation professional shall, if requested by

the injured worker’s attorney, take place at the

office of the injured worker’s attorney and shall

occur within twenty days of the request. So it’s not

that different, but that feels friendlier to us. We

just prefer that language. We don’t have a problem

with meeting in the attorney’s office, and we find

that that enhances communication from the start, not

in one hundred percent of the cases, but in many cases

that enhances our relationship with the attorney and

it assists the attorney, especially someone who may

not have worked with a particular case manager before,

to be able to have a face-to-face and an understanding

that, okay, this is a person I can work with or maybe

this is a person I’m not sure I want to work with, but
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it allows us to establish a better rapport that way.

Now we’re down to section – that’s perhaps a (j). “If

the rehab professional believes the injured worker is

not complying with the provision of rehab services…”

CHAIR YOUNG: Looks like a (j).

MS. THAMEN: That’s (j)? Okay. That’s – this

section – we don’t think this section applies to rehab

professionals. We think compliance is a legal issue

and that this should be addressed by the attorneys and

the Commission. We don’t think it’s the

responsibility of the rehab professional to prove or

disprove the compliance of the individual with the

statute. We recommend adding to – I’m sorry. That’s

compliance. I’ve mixed up in another part there, but

we just don’t think that this is our job. We’ve been

asked to do this a couple of times since the new law

went into effect last June, but it feels to us that

this is a legal argument and that we should not be

making legal arguments. Our job is to do

rehabilitation. It’s to try to assist people with

return to work. Yes, we have to document it if they

aren’t doing what has been agreed to do, but

compliance is a legal term, and we don’t feel we have

any place in that. Okay. I’m moving on to .0109.

Okay. This would be letter (d), “When an employee
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requests retraining….” Okay. We would propose adding

a number 6 there that would read something to the

effect, the rehabilitation professional’s assessment

of the injured worker’s ability to successfully

complete the requested education or training and

obtain related work at the completion of the education

or training, so we feel like if we’re going to address

retraining and reeducation, that’s great. Many times

we’re requesting that on behalf of the injured worker

anyway, but we also need to be able to insert our

professional judgment as to is this a good part of a

plan. Okay. .0109(d) – oh, we just did (d), so now

we’re going on to – oh, line thirty-three just had

some confusing – that’s – this is – it talks about –

it’s under (a) struck through, which is now (e). It’s

just confusing sentence structure. We just seek some

clarification as to what was actually meant by that

sentence. It talks about “The rehab professional

shall obtain from the medical provider work

restrictions that address the demands of any proposed

employment. If ordered by a physician, the rehab

professional shall schedule an appointment with a

third-party provider to evaluate an injured worker’s

functional capacity, physical or impairments to work.”

We just feel like there must be a word there or some
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meaning there that’s missing, and we just request some

clarification there. Okay. This takes us to (g). It

was (c) struck through and is now – no, (g), (h) –

it’s down to (h). (d) struck through; now (h). For

those of you with line numbers, line nine. Okay. We

believe that this should remain as it was originally

written in the rehab rules. I’m sorry – wrong line.

Losing my place here. We’re down to page – okay.

Sorry - my fault. All right. We think that this

comment about the DOT should not be in here. We think

this should remain as it was in the original rehab

rules. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles is

outdated, and the Department of Labor has decided not

to update the DOT. Now the Social Security

Administration has made a decision that they’re going

to attempt their own update, but there’s no timeframe

for when this is going to happen, so we feel like it

would not be wise to take the DOT and the Handbook for

Analyzing Jobs which are companion documents and are

now outdated to use for all jobs analysis in workers’

comp situations. There are many jobs that many

workers’ comp claimants now have that are not in the

DOT, and when you go to the DOT and you try to find

the best guess or the closest thing, many times you

come up with something that’s completely different
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from the actual job the person is doing. With the

advent of really good, onsite job analysis by trained

rehab professionals, we have an opportunity to use the

DOT when appropriate, but you also see in writing and

many times in photography and/or video what the job

actually requires, and this can be more helpful to the

physician in making a determination about whether or

not this person ought to be doing that job than having

to depend solely on information from an outdated

document. All right. Moving to .0110 – and this

would be – this is under – it looks like (c) that has

been stricken. Oh, it’s up – no, that’s not correct.

It’s up at the top. It’s under (a) that was stricken

and is now (b). It’s where that term “manifest

injustice” comes up. Now we’re not lawyers. We’ve

looked it up. We’ve read the definitions, and we find

it quite scary and just find it inappropriate to

workers’ compensation rehab case management. I don’t

know if there are other areas of the comp law that it

might apply, but in dealing with the rehabilitation

professional and the work that we do to help injured

workers, we cannot imagine manifest injustice

occurring. It just does not seem plausible to us.

It’s just a term we find objectionable. We also do

recommend down at – also under (b) where the Executive
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Secretary’s Office - motions are filed to the

“…Secretary’s Office and served upon all parties and

the rehab professional,” it would just make us feel

better if you’d add that word “simultaneously” after

rehab professional, so we always know that we get the

motion if there’s a motion to remove at the same time

everybody else receives that. Okay. Section .0200 –

again, I am not speaking from a legal perspective. We

are speaking from the perspective of rehabilitation

professionals. It is for the Commission and the

lawyers to determine, and I guess the rule-making

committee, all the legal aspects of this, but we find

it disturbing that the rules would ever be suspended.

If we are going to have rules, then we feel like we

should all be following the rules. And why would the

rules be suspended either to help us or hurt us? We

feel like if we have rules, we need to follow them, so

we do object to an ability to suspend the rules, with

all due respect. And then .0202, Sanctions, under

(a), “For ineffective delivery of rehabilitation

services, failure to comply with applicable laws,

rules, regulations…,” etcetera, etcetera, etcetera.

We would like to see the Commission may prohibit or

restrict a rehabilitation professional or group of

rehab professionals’ further participation by
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particular rehab professionals. We would – we would

not like to see “shall.” The word “shall” indicates

that you’re going to be forced to do that any time

there’s an issue brought up that you may find

objectionable. Having worked with the Commission for

many years, I know that there are times when people

can come to you and say this was the situation, this

was not my intent and people are able to move on, or

there are situations where a case can be transferred

to someone else and the case can move forward, but we

would like to see the word “may” instead of “shall”

there. In addition, we would like to see healthcare

providers not included in this. We don’t perceive

them as part of the rehabilitation process so far as

case management is concerned. They are providers and

therapists, so we suggest finishing that sentence

about failure to respond to lawful orders this way:

Rehabilitation professionals or rehabilitation

companies, period. Again, we do strenuously object to

the term “manifest injustice” anywhere in the document

that refers to rehabilitation. Do you have any

questions?

CHAIR YOUNG: Any questions for Ms. Thamen? No,

ma’am.

MS. THAMEN: Thank you very much for your time,
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and we will submit our comments in writing before the

deadline.

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. Very good. You don’t

have any today to submit to the---

MS. THAMEN: No, not today.

CHAIR YOUNG: ---reporter? All right. Thank

you, Ms. Thamen.

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)

CHAIR YOUNG: We’re going to keep moving forward

here. We’ll go with Mr. Hank Patterson at this time

who I believe is speaking on behalf of himself.

Mr. Patterson, good morning.

MR. PATTERSON: Good morning.

CHAIR YOUNG: Could I get you to please, sir,

place your left hand on the Bible and raise your right

hand?

HENRY N. PATTERSON, JR.

HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:

CHAIR YOUNG: Thank you, sir. Go ahead and state

your name and for whom you represent and any rules

that you will be addressing today, if you’d outline

those, please.

MR. PATTERSON: Yes. My name is Henry N.

Patterson, Jr., and I practice law in Chapel Hill,
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with Patterson and Harkavy. My firm is counsel to the

North Carolina State AFL-CIO. However, I’m not here

today on behalf of the AFL-CIO. My remarks do not

necessarily reflect the views of the North Carolina

State AFL-CIO, although I hope at some point I can

convince them of this and discuss this. Let me – let

me just say a few things. First, let me say I’m going

to file extensive, written comments following this

hearing, commenting on some areas that I had not

planned to comment on based on the discussion here

this morning. I want to say initially that I guess

I’ve practiced before the Commission for more than

forty years, and during that time, I’ve been – I’ve

chaired like several Commission committees or advisory

council committees, and this is – our system is a good

system, and it’s – and changes, even though they look

small, may have major impacts on the system, so I

think we need to all be very cautious on what we

suggest and do that may change a system that works

pretty well. In fact, last week the National Academy

of Social Insurance published some statistics on the

cost to employers in the different states in workers’

compensation, and North Carolina costs for employer

payroll was below the medium, and we all know from

national studies that our benefits are adequate or
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generous compared to other states, so we have a good

system that’s worked well over many years. Let me

first – and I think that my concern first – or often

it’s first just for the – I think for the system.

That is, is the system going to – you know, is the

change going to affect the way the system works? So

that – let me – let me first say – let me first

mention my point of discovery. There’s a proposal

that the Commission’s discovery provisions be expanded

to include request for production of documents. Now I

was chair in 1998 of the last committee at the

Commission to study discovery. That committee was

made up of former Commissioner Mavretic, myself, I

believe former Deputy Commissioner Hedrick, Executive

Secretary Stacy [sic] Weaver and so forth, and we

spent considerable time discussing discovery. The Act

mandates that discovery and other – the processes,

procedures in discovery under – says – 97-80 of the

Act – “…shall be as summary and simple as reasonably

may be,” so that’s the guiding principle, that

discovery should be simple. Now in Wisconsin, there’s

no discovery. There are no interrogatories. There

are no depositions. There’s just no discovery, and

their system is held up as a model of efficiency. And

then there are other state systems that have extensive
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discovery corresponding with what we’d see in the

civil justice system, and I think Bruce Hamilton this

morning said that there was no – you know, we should

avoid an attempt to try to make this a civil system

entirely, so I would say that any changes to discovery

that has worked fairly well should be undertaken

carefully. I don’t know how – myself, I don’t know

how you justify authorizing request for production

when we have Rule 607 which already requires the

production of documents by a party following, you

know, receipt of a letter or request for those

documents in writing, so it looks like to me that

request for production duplicates in part, that

complicates things, requires more paperwork, more

formality. I just don’t personally see any basis for

expanding – you know, expanding discovery. If

anything, we need to be looking at contracting

discovery, but based on my experience, much of the

discovery I receive and respond to is simply a canned

interrogatories that often don’t have anything to do

with my claim at all that I’m dealing with, and so if

anything, we – you know, we tried to tighten these up

in 1998 and 1999, but if anything, we should be

looking at tightening these up further, and we

certainly shouldn’t be changing these provisions in my
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view unless we have a very careful consideration by a

committee at the Commission of this, probably at a

time other than now - this time when we’re making all

these other changes. Vernon Sumwalt discussed my

second point - that is, the forms. The Commission

forms – many of the Commission forms themselves are

very sensitive - the Form 60, the 63, the 21, the 26

and 26A. And we go back in our jurisprudence in

workers’ compensation, we have – often have discussion

by the Courts of the particular forms, and so a little

small change in the language in the form may make a

major difference in rights under the Act, and I don’t

believe that the adoption of the forms themselves are

subject to the APA or should be, but I do believe as

part of these rules, there should be a rule that

indicates that before the Commission changes a form or

adopts a new form, that the Commission should publish

that form for comment by – you know, by the public.

And based on some informal discussions with the Office

of Administrative Hearings, I believe that’s possible.

That is, it’s not necessary to say the form itself is

subject to the APA, but provide that before forms are

adopted, they are, again, published in some way and

there’s opportunity for comments so the Commission has

that benefit of that. One other thing I wanted to
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comment on briefly – and again, I’m going to expand on

this in my written comment, and I will myself

personally try to go to the Office of Administrative

Hearings and try to explore this a little more and

what language could be used to get to that end, but

it’s very important again that the forms be carefully

constructed, as we all appreciate. Last point –

18(k), this question of Rule 405 - this – the purpose

of 97-18(k) was to make sure that questions of

reinstatement of compensation for employees whose

compensation had either been unilaterally terminated

or terminated pursuant to Commission orders was acted

on quickly by the Commission, so that the imperative

there is that the – they’re to be considered on a

preemptive basis, which means before anything else.

The – before 18 – 97-18(k), reinstatement of

compensation in those same situations could be

accomplished by a motion. The North Carolina Bar

Association forms manual predating 97-18(k) includes a

motion for reinstatement of compensation so that those

motions could be filed. There was no provision for –

necessarily for a telephonic hearing and – but they

didn’t have to be heard on a preemptive basis. I fail

to see the merits of an argument that the Commission

by providing the opportunity for the defendants to
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make their views known and to make their arguments

known and in fact to hear from the plaintiff before a

ruling on the motion is in some way not sanctioned by

the statute or not contemplated by the statute.

CHAIR YOUNG: Mr. Patterson---

MR. PATTERSON: Yes?

CHAIR YOUNG: ---you have two minutes.

MR. PATTERSON: And so that’s – it seems to me

that’s just providing some additional due process and

additional opportunity. I think the Commission has

done an excellent job in trying to craft an

appropriate rule to address the 18 – 97-18(k)

question. Thank you.

COMMISSIONER MEYER: I have one question,

Mr. Patterson.

MR. PATTERSON: Yes?

COMMISSIONER MEYER: Are you proposing any

particular – with regard to the forms’ issue, are you

proposing an addition or amendment to any existing

rule, or are you proposing a new rule to address the

issues of the forms?

MR. PATTERSON: I believe that would be a new

rule.

COMMISSIONER MEYER: Okay.

MR. PATTERSON: Now you would be more familiar,
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but I think that it’s just not dealt with.

COMMISSIONER MEYER: Yeah, it appears that it’s

not dealt with, but I just wanted to make sure I

understood---

MR. PATTERSON: Right.

COMMISSIONER MEYER: ---your position.

MR. PATTERSON: And I think – I don’t feel

comfortable myself saying this is the language you use

unless I went over and sat down formally and met with

the Office of Administrative Hearings, and I have

talked with them at telephone and they did indicate

that what I was suggesting could be done

appropriately, but I’m not – and I will – before

September 14th, I’ll make a specific proposal on that.

Thank you very much.

CHAIR YOUNG: Thank you, Mr. Patterson.

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)

CHAIR YOUNG: At this point, I’d like to go ahead

and call Alison Crews forward. After Ms. Crews

speaks, we will then take a five-minute recess. We

will return and Jane Rouse will speak, Steve Keene,

Brian Allen and John McMillan. Ms. Crews, if you’d

come forward, please. You do have forty minutes.

You’re speaking, Ms. Crews, I believe on behalf of

Rehabilitation Management. Is that right?
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MS. CREWS: I won’t take that long.

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. If you would place your

left hand on the Bible and raise your right hand.

ALISON CREWS

HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. Ms. Crews, you may go

ahead and state your name, with whom you’re affiliated

and the proposed rules that you will be addressing

today.

MS. CREWS: My name is Alison Crews. I’m a case

management supervisor for Rehabilitation Management,

Incorporated, hereafter will be referred to as RMI

because I can’t say that that many times. It’s too

long. I’m here today to speak on behalf of the owners

of RMI, Jerry Pruitt and Beth Revis (phonetic). They

were not able to be here today. RMI has reviewed the

proposed rehabilitation rule changes related to - in

the recent reform in the workers’ compensation law in

North Carolina. I want to start out by saying we

appreciate the efforts of the Commission to amend the

rules in accordance with House Bill 709 and also in -

taking into consideration our concerns. The owners of

RMI have related the following concerns regarding the

proposed rules: I’ll start with the definitions - the
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definition of suitable employment. The old definition

of suitable employment remains and the amended rules

of the new definition is not spelled out with the

distinction between pre-MMI and post-MMI. It’s RMI’s

position that this definition should be spelled out as

it was in the previous rules and as – and as it is in

the new law. In the comments that I will submit, I

have the language of the law also written in here.

The second position refers to the definition of

vocational rehabilitation, the phrase, “…and to

substantial increase employee’s wage-earning

capacity.” RMI’s position is this should be removed

from the definition of vocational rehabilitation. The

most significant portion of the new definition of

suitable employment is that wages have been removed

from that definition. As based on the new reform

laws, there’s no requirement that the post-MMI job

offer include any specific likelihood that the

claimant will advance to their pre-injury average

weekly wage.

CHAIR YOUNG: Ms. Crews, could you step a little

closer to the microphone? You’re fading a little bit

on us. Thank you.

MS. CREWS: Sorry. I have – drop off the end of

my sentences. The third concern that we would like to
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discuss - is that better?

CHAIR YOUNG: A little bit.

THE COURT REPORTER: It doesn’t amplify. It’s

only built to record.

CHAIR YOUNG: I understand, but up here---

MS. CREWS: I---

CHAIR YOUNG: ---we’re having difficulty. We

have a roar above us, so I was just trying to see if

we could – go ahead.

MS. CREWS: Okay. I’ll try to be louder. The

third issue that we would like to address is

interaction with physicians. It is our position that

as part of the definitions of medical rehabilitation

and vocational rehabilitation, RPs should have the

same reasonable access to medical information as

outlined in the law 97-26 – I’m sorry – 25.6. RMI’s

position is in written communications to the

physicians, such as in the case as with a jobsite

analysis. The precedent set forth in the law

regarding providing a copy to the employee within ten

days of a response from the physician should apply,

which will bring me to the next concern. It’s also

under the vocational rehabilitation. (g), it says,

“The worker or the worker’s attorney shall have seven

business days from the mailing of the description to
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notify the RP, all parties and the physician of any

objections or amendments thereto. The job description

and the objections or amendments, if any, shall be

submitted to the physician simultaneously.” RMI does

not agree that an attorney can amend a job

description. We understand objections, but amending a

job description. It is also our position that this

seems to counter to the law. The law specifies any

job is reasonable as long as the physician agrees it

is part of the treatment or rehabilitation plan of the

injured worker. Fifth, under vocational

rehabilitation, (h), it says you shall reference the

DOT number. RMI does not agree that the DOT should be

the sole reference utilized and should not be required

on the JSA. We believe it should be removed. And

last, RMI has concerns that the rules do not reflect

the new statutes in the law pertaining to vocational

rehabilitation, and feels that vocational

rehabilitation should reflect the framework of the new

law. An example, the new law does not reference the

federal hierarchy of return to work. However, this

priority to return to work remains in the framework of

the proposed revisions to the new rules. RMI does not

agree this should be included as proposed in the

revised rules, but rather modified to reflect the
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language of the new law. N.C.G.S. 97-32.2 – it says

vocational rehabilitation, (f), in the law - it gives

the priority of return to work saying, “Return-to-work

options should be considered with order of priority

given to returning the employee to suitable employment

with the current employer, returning the employee to

suitable employment with a new employer, and, if

appropriate, formal education or vocational training

to prepare the employee for suitable employment with

the current employer or a new employer.” Thank you

for your time.

CHAIR YOUNG: Are there any questions for

Ms. Crews? No questions. All right. Thank you,

Ms. Crews. You have nothing written to submit

today---

MS. CREWS: I do.

CHAIR YOUNG: ---to the court reporter, do you?

Would you kindly hand that to the court reporter? I

think that’s Exhibit 3 [sic] at this moment, I

believe. Go ahead and have that marked. We’ll get

that into the record.

(Exhibit Number 4 is marked for

identification and admitted into

evidence.)

CHAIR YOUNG: We will stand in recess for five
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minutes. And then we will return and Ms. Jane Rouse

will be up next.

(OFF THE RECORD)

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. We’re back on the

record this morning in our public hearing regarding

the proposed rules. At this time, Jane Rouse will

begin. Ms. Rouse, would you place your left hand on

the Bible and raise your right hand?

JANE ROUSE

HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. Ms. Rouse, you will

have forty minutes as you’re speaking on behalf of

Southern Rehab.

MS. ROUSE: And it won’t take that long.

CHAIR YOUNG: It won’t take that long. All

right. You have forty minutes.

MS. ROUSE: Okay.

CHAIR YOUNG: And you may begin.

MS. ROUSE: My name is Jane Rouse, and I’m

president of Southern Rehab Network, a medical and

vocational case management company. I represent

fifty – approximately fifty medical and vocational

case managers that work in North Carolina. I am here

to speak about the rehab rules. I am an RN, and I
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have a Master’s in Rehab Counseling. I’m certified as

a Carolina – I mean as a CCM - Carolina Case

Management - I’m sorry – certified case manager.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: She don’t work for us.

MS. ROUSE: I don’t work for her. Certified

rehab counselor, certified disability management

specialist and a licensed professional counselor.

I’ve been doing this job for thirty-one years, which

makes me feel bad, but I was around with the original

start of the rules, and what I would like to stress –

the spirit of the rules. They were a joint effort by

all parties to establish guidelines to promote

cooperation and promote the professionalism of rehab

of the injured worker. In paraphrasing a national

rehab definition, it is an effort to return an

individual to as normal a lifestyle as possible that

they had prior to injury. We now have credentialed,

experienced rehab professionals, both medical and

vocational, with the intent of assisting the injured

worker in their recovery and return to the workplace.

For the most part, our people like the rules. It

gives everyone an idea of our job and gives us

guidelines and backup when we’re asked to do things

that are outside our boundaries or not allowed to do

things in a timely manner. I agree with the IARP
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recommendations of the updated rules. Also of note, a

couple of additions, on our interactions with the

physicians, page – I go by the page thirteen, but I

have it as 10C .0108, the first sentence.

UNIDENTIFIED COMMISSIONER: Under (a)?

MS. ROUSE: Yeah. Uh-huh. Yes, under (a), when

they stated the identification. We’ve recently come

under an issue with this where some doctors’ offices

were asking our case managers to give their driver’s

license and their car keys while we were there to

prove who we were. Well, my people took offense

because you have these things called security,

identity theft and all that kind of stuff these days.

Plus, if the car keys are locked up in a drawer while

they’re at a doctor’s office, you can’t go home if

they go to lunch. So we propose that you just add a

little statement that that may be a company ID or

professional business card, and I think most people do

that, but I agree. That needs – you know, you need to

show who you are when you go into a doctor’s office.

It helps all their personnel keep things on track.

Do – okay. I’ve already said that. Also, down the

page on line twenty-nine of that, it says – no, number

(5), it says, “The injured worker or attorney has

consented to the communications,” and it kind of
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leaves it at that. Can you just please add verbal or

in writing because that way, there’s just no question?

It just makes it easier. In regard to vocational

placement, I don’t know of any vocational person that

would not like to have the perfect case and have – and

help someone become much more than they were prior to

they got hurt. The adjustor for sure, I’m assuming,

would have a better case to settle. The injured

worker would be better off later on. Yet, we have to

deal with what we have and by using all criteria in an

assessment to get them the best possible outcome that

we can, and that hierarchy that’s in the national

rules, I would say – or nationally accepted and that

were in the old rules, I totally – you know, that’s

the way you have to go. I can remember at one point

in time when we did rehab that they wouldn’t allow

self-employment. Well, that may be a viable entity

these days. It is for a lot of people that have not

been injured, but then again, you’ve already looked at

everything else and you’ve looked at retraining prior

to considering things like that. To promote a

cooperative effort and do what we could to improve the

industry, we met seven or eight years ago with the

Commissioners and gave them our plan to assist in this

effort, and all this does is promote the rules.
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Number one, we established the registry. We now have

a registry that you can go to – all parties – to see

if this person is qualified. You can’t get on the

registry unless you are qualified. Number two, we set

up education for all rehab professionals. A program

was established and approved by all parties for a

class to teach the rules and give feedback to promote

cooperation. To date, we have eight hundred and

thirty some people that have taken this six and half

hour class. We now have over a hundred, and I have

five or six sitting on my desk that I have to send

back, saying we’re full for the Webinar in October.

Everyone but three of these people are out of state,

all the way from Oregon, Washington State, New York,

Pennsylvania, Chicago, Florida. They’re from

everywhere and from companies I’ve never heard of, so

therefore, those – most of these people are

telephonic. This has been an eye-opening experience

to see the number of people that were not even aware

we had rules. Now a lot of them know, and I’m sure a

much better percentage of cooperation and adherence to

the rules will come out of this. Peer review – this

was also suggested, and although not formalized, the

advisory committee has been an excellent program that

we ourselves can go to if we have a question about
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whether we should or shouldn’t do things. In

conclusion, we as rehab professionals have over the

years tried to promote our occupation, and we only

want respect, input and acknowledgement that we are

experts in our fields just like PTs, OTs, docs. We

don’t want to be adjustors. We don’t want to be

lawyers. We just want to do our jobs and help the

injured worker return to his or her pre-injury status

or as close to that as possible. I stand behind our

professional organization, and I’m proud of my

employees and trust that we’re out there trying to do

the right thing. Let us do our jobs, give us

reasonable rules, and the injured worker will

hopefully benefit beyond the claim. Thank you.

CHAIR YOUNG: Any questions? Any questions? All

right. Do you have a summary by chance, Ms. Rouse, of

your written comments?

MS. ROUSE: No, but I will.

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. No problem. No problem

at all.

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. Steve Keene, if you’d

come forward. And also in the meantime, two others

signed up this morning to speak – Brian Allen and John

McMillan. Are there others who may have come in a
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little bit later who wish to speak who have not signed

up? If you need to, you need to see Ms. Cronk

(phonetic) over here at the desk and sign up please at

this time. All right. Mr. Keene, if you’d place your

left hand on the Bible and raise your right hand.

STEVE KEENE

HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:

CHAIR YOUNG: Thank you. If you’d state your

name, with whom you are here and any particular rules

that you wish to address.

MR. KEENE: Thank you. May it please the

Commission, my name is Steve Keene. I’m general

counsel for the North Carolina Medical Society here in

Raleigh. We’re the statewide professional association

for physicians, and we also have some physician

assistant members in our organization. My only goal

this morning is to identify some specific provisions

of the proposed rule package that we intend to address

in the formal comments we’ll be submitting before the

record is closed in a few weeks. First, I’d like to

mention under section 10A .0410, Communication for

Medical Information, we support this provision because

we believe it resolves some ambiguity regarding

whether 97-25.6(c)(2) authorizes an employer request
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medical information on all of the issues addressed in

the existing medical status questionnaire without the

employee’s express authorization. Many medical

practices are familiar with this form, and we think

its continued use is appropriate. The next provision

is under that same section, .0502, Compromise

Settlement Agreements. We support this as it relates

to the handling of unpaid medical expenses. The

current practice leaves the potential for, and has

resulted in, unpaid medical providers being uninformed

about the status of the case and pending payments and

making resolution of accounts very impractical in some

circumstances. The rule would make this a more

transparent and fair process. The next provision is

.0613, Expert Witnesses and Fees. We also support

that provision. We believe it will provide a timely

and transparent method for compensation of experts and

the timeframes we believe are reasonable. As to

.0614, Medical Provider Fee Dispute Procedure, we

support that provision, and we believe it would result

in more consistent attention to, and resolution of,

medical fee disputes. Same section, .1001,

Preauthorization for Medical Treatment - we appreciate

the tremendous amount of work that’s gone into this

provision. We do anticipate providing further input
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on this provision in the written comments we plan to

submit before the commenting period. Because this

provision is not actually addressing the rule that was

in place prior to the APA re-adoption requirement, we

believe the Commission should take or could take

additional time if needed to be sure this rule is

ready for implementation. The next section is under

section 10F .0101, Electronic Medical Billing and

Payment Requirement. We strongly support this

provision. We believe it will bring work comp

transactions closer to the current electronic

standards used across the country and more broadly in

the healthcare industry, and it will allow medical

practices, billing companies, clearing houses and

carriers to automate how workers’ comp medical bills

and payments are processed and reduce paperwork, which

is – which is good for all of those entities I

described and for the system generally. The last

comment is on – in section 10J .0101, Fees for Medical

Compensation. 97-26(a) requires that the Commission

should “…periodically review the schedule and make

revisions.” We don’t believe over time this provision

has been implemented correctly simply because the

schedule has not received the level of attention and

review we believe is appropriate. It’s telling that
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the schedule is based on the 1995 Medicare fee

schedule. We acknowledge that this is just one of

many rules that the Commission is required to readopt

by year’s end, but we believe the medical fee schedule

needs attention at the Commission’s earliest

opportunity, and that concludes my comments.

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. Are there any questions

at all? Any questions? All right. Thank you, sir.

MR. KEENE: Thank you.

CHAIR YOUNG: We appreciate it.

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. At this time, Brian

Allen, Progressive Medical, if you’d come forward,

sir.

MR. ALLEN: Thank you.

CHAIR YOUNG: Place your hand on the Bible and

raise your right hand.

BRIAN ALLEN

HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:

CHAIR YOUNG: Thank you, sir.

MR. ALLEN: Chair Young, members of the

Commission, I appreciate the opportunity to be here.

My name is Brian Allen. I’m the vice-president of

government affairs for Progressive Medical, Inc., and
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two other companies at our enterprise – Stone River

Pharmacy Solutions and P2P, which is an electronic

billing provider. Progressive Medical is a work comp

pharmacy PBM, and Stone River Pharmacy Solutions is a

third-party billing processor. We accept assignment

of claims from pharmacies and process those claims for

them which allows the pharmacy to kind of keep their

workflows in their normal routine, and it avoids them

having to create a whole back shop just to process

work comp claims which typically represent less than

five percent of their business so – and then P2P is a

large provider of electronic billing services in work

comp around the country. We provide services to both

payers and to providers and help them take their

bills, put them into an electronic format and get

those processed, so we have a few recommendations

regarding Rule 10F, the electronic billing rule. And

under the Definitions section which is .0102, we would

recommend adding the definition of a processing agent.

Too often, they’re not recognized in anywhere in the

rule or statute, and then when questions arise, they

don’t have standing to be able to address those

questions, and so we would just recommend that they be

recognized in the system, and we’ll provide some

written comments that will help maybe give you some
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guidance on how that should look. In section .0103,

we would recommend that you add a paragraph (c) that

would allow for mutually agreed upon formats. In the

work comp world now, there’s already a lot of

electronic transaction taking place between different

entities, and we would certainly not want to

discourage them from continuing to do that, and some

of their formats are close, but not exactly aligned

with the standard that you’ve aligned, but they do

include all of the data elements that you’re looking

for, and if they’re already in place, we don’t know

that there’s a real compelling need to force them into

another standard as long as they’re transmitting the

information that’s necessary to process the bill, so

we’d certainly just encourage you to add something---

COMMISSIONER MEYER: Can I---

MR. ALLEN: ---align for mutually agreed upon

formats.

COMMISSIONER MEYER: ---make sure where you’re

referring to?

MR. ALLEN: So it’s---

COMMISSIONER MEYER: .0103?

MR. ALLEN: Yeah, .0103.

COMMISSIONER MEYER: (c)?

MR. ALLEN: Yeah, we would just suggest maybe
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adding a paragraph (c)?

COMMISSIONER MEYER: Adding a (c).

MR. ALLEN: But just says, you know, that they –

you can use mutually agreed upon formats as long as

they contain all the data elements, and we’ll provide

that in written comment as well before the---

COMMISSIONER MEYER: And (b) does---

MR. ALLEN: ---close of the time period.

COMMISSIONER MEYER: ---not address that?

MR. ALLEN: Well, it’s not real clear. (b) talks

about a direct entry model, and these may or may not

be direct entry models, and so we weren’t sure if it

covered it, or maybe you could just add in there---

COMMISSIONER MEYER: Well, I guess what my

question was the language “…provided the methodology

complies with the data content requirements of the

adopted formats and these rules.”

MR. ALLEN: Right. No, I think that part of it

is. It’s the beginning of that sentence where it says

direct entry---

COMMISSIONER MEYER: Okay.

MR. ALLEN: ---may be allowed. That direct entry

may – we’re not sure how you’re defining that, so I

guess there’s just some ambiguity there as to whether

or not that would cover our needs, so---
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COMMISSIONER MEYER: Okay.

MR. ALLEN: ---however you want to fix it, we’re

thrilled. You know, we’ll make some recommendations.

I can look at that and – that paragraph two if you’d

like and maybe make some modifications, some

suggestions if you’d like, so we can certainly do

that. And then in section .0105, the paragraph (5) -

it actually calls for allowing two days for an

acknowledgement on a transaction for the receipt of

the bill. Two - we would recommend adding business

days to that and maybe expanding it to three. We can

pretty generally get it done within two business days,

but if it comes in like on a Friday night, we’re not

going to get it out by Sunday. It’s just not going to

happen, so we’d really like to have business days, and

I think everywhere else where there’s a longer time

period it’s not as critical because we can usually fit

within those timeframes, but if we add business days,

then maybe give us one day because ninety percent of

the time we can get it done in two days, but if

there’s some kind of a hiccup in the – in the

exchange, it could create a problem, so that extra day

just gives you a little bit of a cushion so you’re not

generating, you know, a noncompliance by accident.

You know, it’s going to allow for some of that
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flexibility there. And then in section .0107, there’s

a line that says – in section – in paragraph (a) that

says that “…sufficient specific detail to allow the

responder to easily identify the information required

to resolve the issue….” We have some concern about

that because we’re not really sure how that’s going to

be judged. It’s a little bit – I mean it – it’s a

little bit vague, actually, and you’re asking for

specific information, but we’re not really sure like

what specificity you’re going to look at to judge us

by. In paragraph (b), you talk about, you know,

accepting the ASC X12 or the NCPDP Rejection Codes

which come with their own predefined descriptions. So

are you---? We’re not sure of it. Are you saying

that those predefined descriptions are okay, or are

you asking for a greater specificity on that because

that’s a – that’s a whole different level of

programming that we don’t currently do? So we’re not

sure exactly what you’re trying to get at there, so we

can talk through that as some other point in time,

not – you know, not at this time. This is probably

not the right format for that, but we’re just a little

bit concerned about what that really means and how

that will be judged because we want to comply.

COMMISSIONER MEYER: Just be sure to include that
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in your comment.

MR. ALLEN: Yeah, we will. We want to comply.

We just want to make sure that - you know, that the

regulatory burden doesn’t become so great that we’re

starting a program with thousands of codes that we

don’t have right now trying to get to a level of

specificity that you’re looking for, so there’s sort

of a balance there. There’s kind of a cost benefit

you have to look at, but we’re sensitive to the fact

that payers and providers both kind of need to know

what these – you know, without having to do a lot of

manual research, so we’ll – we can – we’ll certainly

offer some suggestions there as well. And then just

generally, it looks to me like you’re really trying to

comply with the IAIABC standards which we’d recommend

that you do because that’s kind of what we’re pushing

around the country. We’ve been involved in that on a

national level. And also we’d note that it looks – we

would recommend – I think it’s in there, but you’re

looking at requiring the NCPDP .0 standard for

pharmacy, which is what we currently support and use,

and we were actually on the committee that – or helped

NCPDP develop the standard for work comp, so we’d

certainly recommend that. And then it – the rule

doesn’t specify, but I’m hoping and encouraging you to
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adopt a companion guide at some point in the future

that allows for more – most of the states have done

this with a little adopted companion guide that gives

more detail as to what each field represents and how

it should be treated, and I sort of assumed in the

rule that that’s what’s going to happen. I just want

to make sure that is going to happen. And then also

we find in some jurisdictions where they’ve been a

little bit more prone to regulating fees and things

that happen between providers, and we would just

encourage you to kind of stay away from that and just

kind of allow the marketplace to sort of move this

thing forward. It worked well in group health way

back when group health started in the electronic

world. It will work well in work comp, and I think

the more we try to restrict some of the activity I

think the less creative and less beneficial the

solutions become, and we certainly want to – we want

to come up with the most creative and most efficient

solution as possible, and if we do a lot of

restriction upfront, it may inhibit that. We just

want you to allow the marketplace to kind of do what

it needs to do, so that’s the end of my comments, and

I’m open to any questions you might have.

CHAIR YOUNG: Are there any questions for
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Mr. Allen? Thank you, sir.

MR. ALLEN: Okay. Thanks very much.

CHAIR YOUNG: We look forward to your written

comments.

MR. ALLEN: Appreciate it. Thanks for allowing

me to be here.

CHAIR YOUNG: Thank you.

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. John McMillan, come

forward please, sir, from AIA. Good morning.

MR. MCMILLAN: Good morning.

CHAIR YOUNG: Good morning, sir. If you’d place

your left hand on the Bible and raise your right hand.

JOHN MCMILLAN

HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:

CHAIR YOUNG: Thank you, sir. You may proceed.

Tell us---

MR. MCMILLAN: My name is John McMillan. I’m a

lawyer with Manning, Fulton and Skinner in Raleigh. I

represent the American Insurance Association, a trade

association of approximately three hundred insurance

companies writing workers’ compensation and other

forms of property and casualty insurance across the

country. We will provide a comprehensive set of
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comments to the rules well before the – before the

deadline, but I do want to highlight two proposed

rules this morning and just say a couple of things

about that. First is 10A .0301 dealing with proof of

coverage which eliminates the possibility of using the

certification by the Rate Bureau of coverage by an

employer. In light of the passage of House Bill 237

that became law on July the 1st that requires the Rate

Bureau to provide you with this information, we would

contend that requiring a redundant submission of

employer information to the Commission will just make

things harder for employers and for you if you can

rely on the Rate Bureau information which will be

coming to you as a result of the passage of that House

Bill 237. The second is dealing with electronic

payment of costs – 10A .0105 - requiring, instead of

permitting, electronic payment of fees and costs to

the Industrial Commission. I am told that that will

be of some concern for some of the smaller companies.

I have inquired as to whether or not any state

mandates that, and I have been told that they know of

no state that does mandate that. I would hope that

you would reconsider that rule and make it permissive.

We all understand that companies are more and more

coming to the use of electronic payments and it will
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come in time, but mandating it may be a burden to some

states, and that’s really all I have to say this

morning, but they will provide you with written

comments.

CHAIR YOUNG: Well, we’ll certainly look forward

to your written comments. Are there any questions for

Mr. McMillan? Thank you, sir, for coming---

MR. MCMILLAN: Thank you very much.

CHAIR YOUNG: ---this morning.

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)

CHAIR YOUNG: Were there others that wish to

speak today that have not signed up yet?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Mr. Farah wants to speak.

CHAIR YOUNG: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Farah, if

you’d come forward, please.

MR. FARAH: I’m Victor Farah from Farah and

Cammarano and forgive me---

CHAIR YOUNG: Yes, sir. If I can get you to

place your left hand on---

MR. FARAH: Oh. Sorry.

CHAIR YOUNG: ---the Bible and raise your right

hand.

VICTOR FARAH

HAVING FIRST BEEN DULY SWORN, was examined and

testified as follows:
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CHAIR YOUNG: Thank you, sir. You may proceed.

MR. FARAH: I’m Victor Farah from Farah and

Cammarano and forgive me for not wearing my jacket,

but some of the earlier speakers just really got me

steaming, and if I didn’t take it off, I was going to

probably explode. You know the---

CHAIR YOUNG: Yeah. Let me ask you, Mr. Farah,

are you here representing yourself or another

organization?

MR. FARAH: My firm.

CHAIR YOUNG: Your firm?

MR. FARAH: Uh-huh.

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. Well, you will have

twenty minutes.

MR. FARAH: Oh. Thank you. I hope to not take

that long. And, you know, the last few days I’ve been

watching this Mars landing thing. I don’t know how

many of you have been watching that, but they said

after all this time and 2 billion dollars it’s like –

they said, in seven minutes two thousand things have

to all come together exactly right or else the thing

will be a failure, and I kept thinking, you know,

that’s what y’all have been doing. I mean y’all have

been for I guess the last seventeen months or so doing

all this stuff where all this stuff has to come
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together just right, and I want to just congratulate

you on a really good job done. Of course, there’s

always going to be tweaks, but I was fortunate enough

to see it by providing comments, and I want to thank

y’all for all you did to include as many people as you

did. I will try to not be as much of a blowhard as I

usually am and try and be as matter of fact as

possible. One of the ones that I don’t think anybody

raised, although I think Steve Keene might have been

alluding to it, in Rule 10J .0101(g), this is the rule

about that the carrier has to pay the medical bills

for referrals made by the authorized treating

physician, and basically, if I understand what you’ve

done is you’ve picked out the old Rule 407 and you’ve

put it substantially into this rule. It looks like

that’s what you’ve done, and I think that’s right. I

do want to point out though that you have kept in from

the old Rule 407 that basically they have to pay the

referrals by the authorized treating. You’ve added

“…for the compensable injury or body part…,” but then

you’ve kept in “…unless the physician has been

requested to obtain authorization for referral or

tests; provided…” such compliance doesn’t unreasonably

delay it. My recollection is that that language in

Rule 407 goes all the way back to predating the
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addition of 97-25.3 and never got changed, so as you

all know, and you’ve heard us talk about a lot,

97-25.3 talks about what preauthorization can be

required for, and that ain’t them, so you can’t – it

would be inconsistent with the statute to allow them

to require authorization for referrals and tests in

the absence of some other utilization review or other

rule that gets adopted permitting it, but those are

not permitted under the statute. Another that has

come up under that rule, and maybe this is the place

for it. There have been concerns from the worker

community that when the medical travel hasn’t been

paid - you know, the greater than ten miles each way

thing - and then a motion gets filed, and then there’s

a request for the ten percent, there seems to be a

difference of opinion and maybe even inconsistent

results as to whether the reimbursement to the worker

for the travel expense is subject to the rule for

compensation being due, and therefore, 18(g), I think

it is, or whether it’s a medical bill under 18 or

what, so I think maybe clarifying it at some point

when is there a ten percent penalty on the – on the

reimbursement. The costs discussion – and this is the

general discussion over a number of the rules, and,

you know, I had to do a lot of negotiating. We had to
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do a lot of negotiating with Julia and – Julia Dixon.

She makes very compelling arguments, but sometimes,

she just tweaks things just a little bit. 97-80(b) is

I think a pretty clear statutory provision about what

the Commission may do, and what it says is in

97-80(b), a Commissioner, a member, “…shall have the

power […] to tax costs against the parties….” Now I

believe her point was, oh, well, that means that you

tax them equally against both parties. Well, it

doesn’t say that. You know, I think any sort of fair

reading of it means that the Commission gets to choose

which party they’re doing. There are a number of

other places throughout the statute where it

specifically says the employer shall pay certain

costs, fees, etcetera, but I would respectfully submit

that where the statute says it is taxed to the

employer, that means only to the employer. Where it

says the parties, the Commission simply chooses

applying its discretion and other applicable standards

as to which party, if any, gets taxed those costs.

Also, I had to spend a lot of time with my friend,

Bruce Hamilton, and I think he was the one that

addressed this, but in Rule 405, you know, the defense

has made this argument, and Hank Patterson started to

address it. They’ve made this argument several times,
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not liking what the Commission did in adopting the

Form 23 procedure, and that’s pursuant to 18(k). And

I think once again if we just read the statute – and,

you know, I was there. I helped write it, and you’ll

notice there are some specific words in here that make

it very clear it’s a motions procedure, and that is,

if you’d look to 97-18(k), after an introductory

clause, it says, “…the employee may move for

reinstatement of compensation on a form prescribed by

the Commission,” so to now turn around later and say,

oh, well, the Form 23 and the motion and the hearing -

process for hearing the motion isn’t what’s

anticipated I just don’t think that’s consistent with

what it says there. Now the procedure that you set up

following the Form 23 I think was to try and set forth

a due process sort of right rather than saying – I

mean if you look at this, this would mean that if

you’re only going to do what’s in the statute, you

could just say, okay, they filed a motion, Commission

just decides it however they want. No right to be

heard, no additional documents, so, you know, I think

be careful what you ask for because I don’t know that

a rule was absolutely necessary to implement this, but

in implementing it, I think you tried to protect due

process and have it move fairly quickly. And I think
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this is true of all the motions procedures. You know,

there is various times where motions are specifically

called for, and then there’s other parts where it just

talks about what the Commission can do. And, you

know, it says the Commission may enter orders. You

know, it’s – even though – and I would agree with

Bruce, maybe it is time to have a statutory authority

for motions, administrative-type proceedings, but

until we do, I think it’s very easy to at least infer

from the statute that the legislature intended that

certain things get done without having the 97-83, -84

hearings because those are the ones that require the

detailed findings of fact under the statute, Opinion

and Award and all the case law that interprets it, but

to say that you’re going to not do things by

procedures by which you handle motions and

applications I think would unduly burden the system,

and like Hank Patterson said, you know, it’s working

fairly well, something like that. To take that

interpretation I think could be a nightmare. In the

rehab rules – I’ve told some of my friends in the

rehab community during the break I wish they would

have maybe had more of a dialogue with us on some of

the concerns. The IARP comments – for the most part,

we don’t have too much objection to them, but we will
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submit some written comments, but I’m sort of at a

loss to understand the concern. And I will say with

respect to RMI, this was an example. I think their

comments were an example of one of the concerns I’ve

had about rehab for the longest time. Y’all have

heard me spout off about it a lot. The idea here, as

you know, in the legislation was there were a number

of tradeoffs and this was supposed to be a package.

You don’t just look at the individual things. And as

you all know, the worker side, if you will, took hits

on various things - reducing the period of temp total,

the taking the wage out of the suitable employment

definition, adding the thing about lying on the job

application. You know, so there were things that were

sort of the worker – that the employer wanted – the

APA – with respect to get it. It may not have been

the Defense Bar, but it was the employer’s side that

wanted this craziness, so those things were things

that the – that the defense side got, if you will.

Some of the things in exchange were the clarification

of the reinstatement, the fast reinstatement

provision. That was for the workers. The

codification of a voc rehab benefit was for the

workers. That’s something that one of the senators

known very well to you really pushed for. We agreed,
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and that’s one of the things that the workers got.

Okay. Now that was tied in very much with the

suitable employment, to the sort of removal or the

vaguer reason – the definition, but again, the concern

that I heard from the rehab folks that they shouldn’t

be told that they have to shoot for something to

substantially increase the earning capacity - I’m not

sure where they’re getting that because the Statute

97-32.2(c) specifically says, “Vocational

rehabilitation services shall include a vocational

assessment and the formulation of an individualized

written rehab plan with the goal of substantially

increasing the employee’s wage-earning capacity,” so

you took that out of the statutes, so that is what

they’re supposed to do. You know, can they help

improve their quality of life and other things that go

along with the rehab process? Of course, but when it

talks about what you’re doing as far as work goes,

it’s to substantially increase the earning capacity,

and should there be any doubt about that, 97-32.2(f)

says, “Job placement activities may commence after

completion of an individualized written rehabilitation

plan,” so basically it’s referring back to that amount

of detail where it says what the plan is. The goal of

the plan is to substantially increase the pay, and
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then, of course, you get to the point where if the

person is not working or making less than seventy-five

percent, that triggers their right – the worker’s

right to seek retraining through community college or

university system, so the IARP folks did say they

would like to add to that part. Like, I think you did

right about saying when there is a training request,

you have to say, you know, where’s the class, how long

is it going to take, etcetera. You know, it’s sort of

to measure that it’s really cost effective and really

might work. The IARP folks said that they would also

like to add to that their independent professional

judgment about whether it’s likely to succeed. I

would suggest to you that I don’t think that belongs

there because the things that you have in there are

just objective information. The opportunity to say

that I don’t think this is really a good plan can go

somewhere else, but this is supposed to be the

evaluation of the employee’s request, so I’d be a

little careful, especially if folks like RMI are on

the case where they’re going to seem to just, you

know, want to do whatever it is they’re saying, but to

allow people who have historically not had the role of

being a benefit to the injured worker, but

unfortunately, being more of an adjusting – part of
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the adjusting process for the defense, I don’t really

want to hear their opinion. I just want the objective

facts, so I’d suggest to you that you do that. The

expectation of compliance upfront – I’m not sure that

that’s really necessary. You know, you could put that

in the summary under the employee’s obligations, and

that would be a good place for it, and it’s at least

implied there. We do agree with the rehab folks very

strongly on that statement of compliance thing. I

understand where it came from. The amendment – you

know, all the times where there’s a suspension of

benefits, it’s telling y’all and y’all need to put in

any orders suspending what the person has to do to

come back into compliance, so, you know, we – I see

that that’s I believe where the idea of trying to get

at least somebody because y’all aren’t voc rehab

counselors - you want somebody to say, okay, what is

it that needs to get done? I think I – that that

makes sense, but I think that each side can just sort

of argue that out in the – in the proceeding because,

remember, it’s only one that’s going to establish an

order for a subsequent proceeding, but to try and put

it on the rehab professional when the rest of the

statutory scheme is trying to enhance the level of

cooperation and benefit - I think to put them in the
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position of, first, assuming there’s noncompliance

just because the employer is asked - you know,

employer files the order for compliance or the Form

24, and then they say so tell me what they have to do

to comply. In there is an assumption that they’re out

of compliance which really doesn’t make sense because

under the existing rule and one you’ve carried over,

if the worker isn’t doing something, the counselor

already under the rules is supposed to tell the worker

and their attorney if represented what do they need to

do, so it will already be in the notes. So if they

tell them what they need to do, it will be in the

report, so it will be available for y’all to use to

determine, oh, I see, the person is missing too many

appointments or they’re sabotaging the job search.

Whatever it is, you’ll already see it because if the

RP is doing what the rules say, they’ve already said

what needs to be done for compliance. That’s all I

have to say.

CHAIR YOUNG: Okay. Any questions for Mr. Farah?

All right. You will submit your written comments---

MR. FARAH: Yes.

CHAIR YOUNG: ---at a later time? All right.

Thank you, Mr. Farah.

(SPEAKER DISMISSED)
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CHAIR YOUNG: Are there any others, Ms. Cronk,

that are on the list to speak today? I also need to

do something a little unorthodox. At the outset, I

announced that parties speaking today on behalf of

groups or associations would have forty minutes and

those speaking on behalf of themselves would have

twenty minutes. Mr. Patterson, I think I only gave

you ten minutes, as a matter of fact, so I’m going to

offer you an opportunity now to speak for ten more if

you’d like. I – it’s---

MR. PATTERSON: No, thank you.

CHAIR YOUNG: Okay. Best comment I’ve heard all

day. All right. Thank you so much. We do have a

couple of housekeeping matters that we need to attend

to. It will take us about two minutes. If you would

just be at ease for us for a moment, we’ll come back

on the record after that and finish things out. All

right. Thank you. Let’s go off the record. Thank

you. All right.

(OFF THE RECORD)

CHAIR YOUNG: All right. We’re going back on the

record this morning. Thank you for indulging us. We

had a few housekeeping matters to attend to. I want

to thank you all for participating this morning in the

public hearing. I want to remind you that the period
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for the written comments pursuant to the Public

Rule-Making Notice will be held open through the close

of business on September the 14th of 2012. If you have

those comments, please, please submit them to us as

soon as possible. Please do not wait till the last

day to submit those comments. You would – we would

also request that you submit those comments in

writing – written comments and electronically. When

we receive them electronically from you, we can scan

them onto our website and that way you can see all the

comments that have come back. If you should choose to

reply to any of those comments, you still only have

until September 14th in which to reply to those

comments. All right? We appreciate your time. We’re

going to recess right now for the morning session, and

we have no one else signed up yet to come back this

afternoon, and we will move forward, and then just

adjourn at a later time – a later time today. All

right. Thank you again for your time. We appreciate

your comments, and it’s good to see so many folks who

are concerned about these issues. Thank you.

(OFF THE RECORD)

CHAIR YOUNG: I can’t find them. Hold on a

minute. Amber, do you have my---?

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: I have – I have an extra
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copy.

CHAIR YOUNG: You got an extra copy? All right.

We’re back on the record here today. We have – thank

you, Ms. Cronk. We have Commissioner Danny McDonald,

Commissioner Bernadine Ballance, Commissioner Linda

Cheatham, Commissioner Staci Meyer, Commissioner Tammy

Nance and myself, Pam Young, and we’re back on the

record on August the 6th. We reconvened at one o’clock

to move forward with our public hearing this morning

regarding the proposed rules. After a full house this

morning, we recessed for lunch at approximately eleven

forty-five and came back on the record at one o’clock.

We have been here. It is now one twenty-six, on

August 6th, and so far, there are no participants or no

witnesses to sign up. Therefore, we will at this time

conclude the public hearing regarding the proposed

rules this August 6th day of 2012, and at this time, we

will move to adjourn. Thank you. We’ll go off the

record.

(OFF THE RECORD)

CHAIR YOUNG: This is Pam Young back on the

record on August the 6th of 2012 regarding the public

hearings for the proposed rules. It’s one twenty-nine

in the afternoon. I just wanted to add for the record

the final comment that the written comments and the
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comments made at the hearing today will be made part

of the public record of these proceedings. At this

time, this hearing is now adjourned. Thank you.

(WHEREUPON, THE HEARING WAS ADJOURNED.)

RECORDED BY MACHINE

TRANSCRIBED BY: Lisa D. Dollar, Graham Erlacher and

Associates
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